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On homomorphic simulation of automata by a0-products 
P. DOMOSI a n d Z . ESIK 
1. Introduction 
' The concept of the a0-product of automata is equivalent to the cascade compo-
sition or loop-free product (see [1, 7]). In an <x0-product, the feedback functions 
admit only strict letter-to-letter replacement as opposed to the generalized oc„-
product where input words may correspond to input letters. Thus the generalized 
a0-product is closely related to the wreath product of transformation semigroups 
and/or monoids, see [1, 4]. The a0-product and the above generalization are usually 
studied in conjunction with homomorphic realization or homomorphic simulation. 
The difference between the concepts of homomorphic realization and homomorphic 
simulation is similar to the difference between the a0-product and the generalized a0-
product: for simulation the action of an input letter is related to the action of an input 
word rather than to the action of an input letter. It is a matter of fact that the homo-
morphic realization is equivalent to the homomorphic simulation with respect to the 
generalized a0-product. In the present paper we study homomorphic simulations of 
automata by a0-products. We give a sufficient condition on a class Jf of automata 
ensuring that an automaton be homomorphically simulated by a generalized a0-
product over Jf if and only if it is homomorphically simulated by an a0-product 
of automata from JT. As an application it is shown that a class JT is complete with 
respect to the homomorphic simulation by the generalized a0-product if and only if 
it is complete with respect to the homomorphic simulation by the a0-product, as 
far as nonempty words are considered. 
2. Preliminaries 
For a finite nonempty set X we let X* denote the free monoid of all words over 
X and write X+ for the free semigroup X* — {).}, where X is the empty word. We set 
Xx=XU {;.}. The length of a word u£X* is denoted |w|. If u=x 1...x„ with the 
x's in X, then for each /'£[«] = {1, •••,«} we define M(/)=X,- and W[/] = JCJ ...xi_1. 
An automaton is a triple A = ( A , X, (5) with finite nonempty set A (state set), 
X (input letters) and transition <5: A XX—A that extends to a mapping A XX*-* A 
as usual. If u£X* we write uK for the transformation A~+A given by auA=S(a,u), 
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a£A. The characteristic monoid (semigroup) S1(A), (S(A)) of A consists of all the 
transformations uK with u£X* (u£X+). 
Let A = ( A , X , d ) be an automaton. We define A*=(A, ^ ( A ) , <5*) and 
A+=(A, S(A), 8+) to be the automata with 8*(a,s)—as and S+(a, t)=at, for 
all a£A, sCS^A) and t£S(A). Likewise we put AX=(A, {uA\u£Xx}, Sx) with 
Sx(a,uA)=auA. The automata A* and A + thus correspond to the transformation 
monoid and the transformation semigroup of A, see [3]. 
Given a family of automata Ai=(Ah Xt, <5,) (/'€[«], «SO) and a finite non-
empty set X together with feedback functions 
(pr. A1X...XAi_1xX - Xt, 
the a0-product (cf. [8]) 
AxX ... X An(X, <p) 
is defined to be the automaton A=(A, X, 8) with 
A = Ai X ... X A„ 
and 
<5((al5 ..., a„). x) = (^(fli, x j , ..., S„(an, xn)), 
Xi = (Pi(a!,..., a ; - ! , x) (/£[«]), 
for all (fli, ..., a„)£A and x£X. The a0-product is equivalent to the cascade com-
position or the loop-free product (cf. [1, 7]). 
We let H, S and P^ denote the operator corresponding to the formation of 
homomorphic images, subautomata and a0-products, resp. Thus, if JT is a class of 
automata, then P0,0 p f ) is the class of all a0-products of automata from Further, 
we let Plao(Jf) be the class 
{A (A", (p)\Aejf, A(X, <p) is an a0-product} 
and define j f * = U(P lao(A*)|A6X), = U(P l ao(A+)|A^X) and X x = 
= U(P tat(A1)|A 6JT). 
If O is one of the operators S and Pao, then by 0 * ( J f ) (O+fX), Ox(Jf)) we 
denote the class 0 ( J f* ) (OiJf+), 0(JfA)) . We have Pi0(Jf)=P« ( ,({A*|A€Jf}\ 
P+f^)=Pa„({A + |A€X}) and Pi0(Jf)-P I 0({A^|A6Jf}). Moreover, A<EHS*({B}) 
for automata A = ( A , X , S ) and B = ( B , Y , 8 ' ) if and only if, there exist a set B'QB, 
an onto mapping h: B'—A and a mapping (p: X-+Y* such that 8(h(b), x) = 
=h(5'(b, <p(x))) for all beB' and x£X. It is understood that 8'(b, <p(x))£B'. 
Similar fact is true for the combined operators H S + and HSA. In [6] the relation 
A£HS*({B}) is expressed by saying that A is homomorphically simulated by B. 
We also note that the operators HS* and H S + correspond to the covering relation 
(or division) of transformation monoids and/or transformation semigroups, see [4]. 
In the sequel we shall also make use of another view of the operators P*0, P+ 
and P,j0. Define the concept of the a ̂ -product (ajf~ -product, -product) in exact ana-
logue with the a0-product except for the fact that each feedback function (p assumes 
values in X* ( X f , Xx). In this setting Pa0 (P+, Pi0) becomes the operator of forming 
aj-products (a^-products, «¿-products). It is apparent that the generalized a0-
products, i.e. the aj-product and the -product, are closely related to the wreath 
product of transformation semigroups, cf. [4]. 
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The above defined operators and the combined ones, e.g. HS*P„0, satisfy a 
number of simple closure properties that we shall use implicitly. In this paper the 
emphasis will be on the combinations HS*P£0 vs HS^P^, and also on H S + P + 
and HS+P a o . 
Also the operators HSP*0 and HSP+ could be of interest. These are however 
discarded due to the following simple fact, see also [7]. 
Proposition 2.1. For every class X and modifier m(i{*, +,X} it holds that 
SmPaJJf ) g SmP- (JT) = SP- (X). 
The inclusion HS*P £ t 0 (Jf)gHS*P+(Jf) , just as H S + P a o ( J f ) i H S + P + ( J f ) , 
cannot usually be turned to equality. E.g. if Jf" consists of a single counter with prime 
length 1, i.e. Jf = {C} with C=([/>], {x}, <5), 5(i, x 4 = / ' + l mod/7, then 
HS*P a 0 ( J f )=HS + P t I 0 (X) consist of commutative automata with very simple 
structure. On the other hand, H S + P i 0 ( X ) = H S +P+ ( X ) is the class of all automata 
that could be called /^-automata: i.e. permutation automata whose characteristic 
monoid is a p-group. The latter observation follows from the Krohn—Rhodes De-
composition Theorem, see below. In the next section there is given a sufficient con-
dition ensuring HS*P*0(X)=HS*P a o(Jf) . In fact the condition will quarantee that 
H S + P : o ( X ) = H S * P a o ( J T ) = H S + P + ( J r ) = H S + P a o ( X ) . 
Some more terminology. By a semigroup we always mean a finite semigroup. 
We put S | T, i.e., S divides T, for semigroups S and T, if and only if S is a homomor-
phic image of a subsemigroup of T. If S is a monoid (group), it is equivalent to saying 
that S is a homomorphic image of a submonoid (subgroup) of T, see [1, 4]. (When 
talking about a submonoid M of a semigroup S which is a monoid, M is not required 
to contain the identity of S.) The following fact is known, see [4] and also [7] for the 
group case. 
Lemma 2.2. Let A=(J, X, <5) be an automaton and M a submonoid of 5(A) 
or JS^A). There exists a nonempty set BQA with the following properties: 
(i) The elements of M map B into itself. 
(ii) The restriction of the identity of M to B is the identical mapping B^B. 
(iii) If m1 and m2 are distinct elements of M then »'i (b) ̂  m2 (b) for at least one 
b£B. 
To end this section we mention one more useful fact whose proof is omitted. 
For similar, in fact stronger statements, see [4]. A trivial automaton is an automaton 
with a single state. 
Lemma 2.3. If 5'1(A)|iS'1(B) for two automata A, B and either B is nontrivial 
or A is trivial, then A€HSPa*0({B}). 
3. The results 
We start with an auxiliary definition. Let A = A1X...XAn(X, cp) (ws 1) be 
an a0+ -product with components A X t , <5f) and let B=(B , X, 5) be a sub-
automaton of A. For an integer /£[«] the useful states of A; (with respect to B) 
are those states in At which occur in the place of the i-th component of the elements 
of B. 
1« 
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Lemma 3.1. Let A and B be automata as above. Suppose that for each x£X 
an integer 1 is given with 
...,at-ltx)\ = kx, 
for all /£[«] and (a l t ..., fliJi^X.-X^-i. Assume further that for each/ ' 
and x there is a word with |pf|=fcx and bi{ai,p^)=ai whenever a&A, 
is useful. Then B is isomorphic to an automaton in S+({A'}) for an a0-product 
A ' ^ A x X - . X A „(¥,$). 
Proof. For every x£X let Yx be a new set of mx=nkx input letters, say 
Yx = [yxj\Mmx]}. 
Set Y= U(Yx\x£X). To define the feedback function /£[«], let al£A1, ... 
..., a i - iC^j- i be fixed states and yj£Yx. Let be that integer with 
•/=* mod k.. If there is an [/— 1] such that as is not of the form <5S(6S,/>£[/]) 
for some useful state bs£As, then ijfi(ai> ••••> JJ) is any letter in .y,. Otherwise 
there are uniquely determined useful states ¿,-16^,-1 with Ss(bs, 
psx[t])=as, 56[ / - l ] . If j^{i—\)kx or )>ikx then we define 
«/'¡(a!, ....a,-!,^) = p f ( t ) . 
Finally, if (¡'— l ) k x < j ^ i k x , we put 
^¡(fli, .... 0,-1,3^) = q(t), 
where 
q = <Pi(bi,- ^bi-!,x). 
This ends the definition of the a0-product A'. 
Let x€ X be any letter and define 
= wi... wf, u] = ytj-k)Ux+1... y%x, 
(yeW). Denote by <5' the transition of A'. To see that B is in S+({A'}), it suffices to 
show that for any ¿>=(¿1, ..., bn)£B and x£X we have 5'(b, ux)=d(b,x). This is 
however obvious, for if §(b, x)=c—(c1,..., cn), then for each /6["] we can compute 
as follows: 
S'((bx, ...,bi-1, bi, c i + 1 , ..., c„), u f ) = 
= . . . , ¿ ¡ - 1 ( ^ - 1 , ^ - 1 ) ) , 
¿i+i(ci+i,/Jf+i), ...,S„(c„,pZ)) = 
= (blt . . . , C;, Ci + i, . . . , C„). 
A straightforward induction argument completes the proof. 
Recall that a permutation automaton A = ( A , X, <5) is an automaton such that 8X 
is a permutation of the state set for each x£X. Equivalently, A is a permutation 
automaton if and only if S^ (A) is a group. Note that S1(A)=S(A) for a permu-
tation automaton. 
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Remark. If the automata A; of the previous lemma were permutation automata, 
then a much simpler argument could be applied. In fact we could define 
Yx = {yxi\K[kx]}, y=U(7Jx€^), 
and then 
•AiO*i> - . « ¡ - i , y j ) = (<Pi(bi, *))(/)» 
where the states bs, s£ [n], are successively determined by the condition 
(<ps(&i, ...,bs-15 x))[y]) = a,. 
For a more general form of the following definition see [4]. Let M be a monoid 
and A=(A,X, §) an automaton. We write Af||5"(A) (MRS^A)) if and only if 
there exists a submonoid M' of <S(A) (S2(A)) which can be mapped homomorphi-
cally onto M and such that M'g {uK\u£X*, |w| =n} for an integer « > 0 (nSO). 
Notice that MII-S^A) if and only if AfHS^A), for if AfHS^A) with n=0 then M' 
is trivial and so is M. 
Theorem 3.2. Let J f x and JT2 be two classes of automata. Assume that 
contains an automaton A0 such that S t (A0) is a nontrivial monoid. Assume further 
that for every there is B(=X2 with 5'1(A)||S'(B). Then H S ^ C ^ f j e 
g H S + P j 0 ( J f 2 ) . 
Proof. First note that H S ^ P ^ J f j ^ H S * ? ^ ^ - Jf"0), where is the class 
of all automata with trivial characteristic monoid. (The class can also be called 
the class of discrete automata, for an automaton belongs to J f 0 if and only if each 
input letter induces the identical state transformation.) Thus it suffices to prove that 
H S * P i 0 ( J f ! - J f 0 ) g H S + P a o ( ^ f 2 ) ; or even, by Proposition 2.1, it is enough to show 
the inclusion P ^ ( j r 1 - j r 0 ) g H S + P a , ( j r i ) . 
Let A=A,X...XA„(X,<p) be any «¿-product with components A 
If n= 0 then A is trivial, so that A€HS + P a o (X 2 ) . Assume «>0 . For every [«] 
there are an automaton Bi=(Bi, Xt, a submonoid Mt of S(Bf) and an 
integer 0 such that MiQ{ifi i \u^X^,\u\=k^ and Sx{Aj) is a homomorphic 
image of Afp Let k be the l.c.m. of the numbers k{. If ufi is the identity of Mt and 
\u0\=ki, then for any M ; with |u\=k t we have wBi=wBi where w=uu^/kt~1. 
It follows that Mig{uB<|w€*i+, \u\=k}. 
Let /£[«] be a fixed integer. Since M{ is a submonoid of S(B,), there is a (non-
empty) set BiQBi as in Lemma 2.2. Define the automaton B,'={B[, Mt, ¿¡) by 
¿i(b, m)=m(b), for all b^B't and m£M. Mt is isomorphic to ^ ( B [ ) and every 
transformation in Sx(Bi) is induced by a letter in M ; . Since 5i(A f) is a homomorphic 
image of S^(.#,•) and S^C¿¡) is nontrivial, from Lemma 2.3 we obtain Ai€HSPi0({5('}). 
We have seen that A,-6HSP*0({B;}) for all i. Consequently also A£ 
CHSP*0({Bi, ..., B^}), and since the members of each ¿^(B-) are induced by input 
letters, A€HSPao({Bi, ..., B^}). Let B'=B'hX...XB'ic(X, <p') be an a0-product of the 
automata B{, ...,B'„ containing a subautomaton which can be mapped homomor-
phically onto A. We define an a0+-product B=B i l X. . .XB / ( (Z , i/0 as follows. For 
each ji[t], let u ^ X ? be a fixed word with \uj\=k, and to each (b1, ..., ¿>j_i)€ 
GB'^X.-.XBl t and x£X let us correspond a word u—u(bj,..., 
with \u\=k and uBlj=cpj(b1,...,bj_1,x). Then for all j€[t], (b1,...,bJ^ 
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Z B ^ X . - X B , ^ and x£X let 
p (6 l 5 . . „ f cy -x .x ) if (b1,...,bJ-1)£B'ilx...B;J_i, 
otherwise. 
fu(l 
bL , x ) = < l Uj 
It is easy to see that B contains an isomorphic copy of B\ in fact B' is a subautomaton 
of B. The a0+-product B and the subautomaton B' satisfies the assumptions of Lem-
ma 3.1, therefore B ' e S + P j f B j , ..., B ^ g S + P ^ X - , ) . Since A£HS({B'}) it 
follows that A6HS+P a o(Jf2)- The proof is complete. 
Notice that also HS^P^CXOiHS*P a o (J f 2 ) and H S + P + ( - ? Q i H S + P J j f 2 ) . 
It should be noted that if consists of discrete automata one of which is 
nontrivial, then HS*P*0 ( J ^ ) = J f 0 , the class of all discrete automata. Moreover, 
HS*Pi 0 (X 1 )gHS+P a o ( j f 2 ) if and only if JT2 contains an automaton A which is 
not definite, i.e., which has two distinct states a l 5 a2 and a nonempty input word u 
with a iMA=a i, i = l, 2. 
Next we give a reformulation of Theorem 3.2 and discuss some consequences. 
For a monoid M, define Aut (M)=(M, M, d) with <5(r«l5 «i2)=/n1;;;2. If J{ is 
a class of monoids, set Aut (.//) = {Aut (M)\M(iJt}. 
Corollary 3.3. Let Jt be a class of monoids and J f a class of automata. Suppose 
that for each M ^ J l there is az automaton A€.?f with jWH^'(A). Then 
HS*Pi0(Aut (Ji))=HSPao(Aut HS + P a o (X) . 
Corollary 3.4. Let and J f 2 be two classes of automata such that for each 
Ae J f \ there is an automaton Be JT2 with 5'1(A)|5'1(B). Suppose further that either 
J f 1 consists of trivial automata or contains a nontrivial automaton. Then 
HS*Pi0(X i) gHS+P£0( .r2) . 
Proof. If consists of discrete automata then the result is obvious. Otherwise 
there is an automaton A 0£Jf] such that ^ ( A 0 ) is nontrivial. If 5'1(A)|5'1(B) then 
S'1(A)||5'(BA). Thus the inclusion H S * P £ 0 ( j r g H S + P i 0 ( ^ f 2 ) is obtained by applying 
Theorem 3.2 for and JT2A. 
Corollary 3.5. Let Jif be any class of automata. If for every there exists 
B e x with Si(A)||S(B) then HS^PJ/J f ) = H S + P a o ( j T ) = H S + P + ( X ) = H S + P a o ( j r ) . 
Moreover, HS*Pi 0 (X)=HS + P^ 0 (Jf ) holds universaUy. 
The Krohn—Rhodes Decomposition Theorem (cf. [1,4,7]) is a basis for studying 
the a0-product. Below we give one possible formalization in terms of the operators 
H, S + , S*, P+0 and P*0. Following [1], by U3 we denote the three-element monoid 
with two right zeros. An irreducible semigroup is a semigroup S such that for every 
nonempty class JT, if SIS^A) for some A€HS*P*0(Jf) then there is an automaton 
with SIS^iB). Equivalently this means that for every nonempty class J f , 
if SIS'(A) for an automaton AeHS+P+GT) or A e H S P ^ p f ) then S I ^ B ) for 
some Be J f . Notice that for a group G the conditions GIS^A) and CIS (A) are equ-
ivalent. 
Theorem 3.6. Krohn—Rhodes Decomposition Theorem. 
(1) For every group G let A c be any automaton with GISYAG) and let A0 be 
an automaton with C^IS^A,,) (U3\S(A0)). Given an automaton A, define 
X = {AC|G is a simple group, with G|S(A)}. Then AeHS*Pi0(XU{Ao}) 
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(A£HS+Pa+0(Jf U {Ao})). If A is a permutation automaton and 5г(А) is nontrivial, 
then A6HS+Pi0(Jf). 
(2) A semigroup S is irreducible if and only if S is a simple group or S\U3. 
The monoids M with M\U3, M^ U3, are the trivial monoid and the two-ele-
ment monoid U2 with a right zero. Let ^ be a nonempty class of simple groups closed 
under division, i.e. such that and H\G implies Н^У for every simple group 
H. We define: 
= HSP,0(Aut(^U{C/3})), 
= H S P E O ( A u t ( S T U { C / 2 } ) ) , 
J f 0 (3) = H S P j A u t («?)). 
Note that X3(«?)=HS*P* (Aut(^U{£/3})) and similarly for J f 2 ( 3 ) and Jf0(S)-
The avoid trivial situations, when writing we shall always assume that 4S 
contains a nontrivial group. As a direct consequence of the Krohn—Rhodes Decom-
position Theorem we have: 
Corollary 3.7. 
(i) J R 3 ( ^ ) I H S * P * 0 ( X ) ( J R S ( 9 ) i H S + P + С у О ) if and only if the following 
hold: 
(11) For every there is А w i t h G|S(A). 
(12) There is an automaton A€Jf with U3\S1 (A) (U3\S(A)). 
(ii) J f 2 ( ^ ) g H S + P : 0 ( J f ) ( X 2 ( ^ ) g H S + P + ( X j ) if and only if ( i j and (ii,) 
hold: 
( i i j There is A € J F with i/2|5,(A) (U2\S(A)). 
(iii) X 0 (^ )EHS*P: o (X) ( X 0 ( ^ ) g H S + P + ( J f ) ) if and only if ft) holds. 
We note that {^¡^(A) for an automaton A if and only if A is not a permutation 
automaton. In order to establish similar results for the operators HS*Pao and HS+P a o , 
we need the following facts. Proposition 3.8 derives from a strong result in [2], for a 
direct proof see also [6]. 
Proposition 3.8. Let G be any group and A an automaton. If G|>S(A) then 
G'||5(A), where G' denotes the commutator group of G. 
Corollary 3.9. Let G be a nonabelian simple group and A an automaton. If 
G\S(A) then G||5(A). 
Proposition 3.10. If for / = 2 , 3 we have U,\S(A) then Ut US'(A). 
Proposition 3.11. Let G be a nontrivial simple group. If б| |£(А) for an auto-
maton A€HSPa0(jf), where Ж is any class of automata, then G||S(B) for some 
B€JT. 
The proof of Proposition 3.10 is trivial. Proposition 3.11 is from [5]. In the rest 
of the paper <S denotes a fixed class of simple groups closed under division. Recall 
that when dealing with it is assumed that ^ contains a nontrivial group. 
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Theorem 3.12. Let J f be a class of automata. 
(i) ¿ r , ( S ) g H S * P „ ( j r ) if and only if (ix>—(i3) hold: 
(ix) For every nonabelian there is J f with GIS^A). 
(12) For every abelian G t h e r e is A ^ j f with G||S(A). 
(13) There is an automaton AdJf with U3\S(A). 
(ii) JT 2 (^)£HS*P a o (X) if and only if (ix), (i2) and ( i i j hold: 
(iit) There is an automaton with i/2|5(A). 
(iii) HS*Pao(X) if and only if (¡J and (i2) hold. 
Proof. We only prove the first statement. Assuming J f 3 ( ^ ) g H S * P a o ( J f ) also 
X 3 ( ^ ) i H S * P i 0 ( X ) . Thus (ij) follows from the Krohn—Rhodes Decomposition 
Theorem. Let G be a nontrivial abelian simple group in say G=ZP, the cyclic 
group of order p. Let H be any nonabelian /7-group. We have Aut (H)£yf3(<&) 
from the Krohn—Rhodes Decomposition Theorem. Thus also Aut (H)£ HS*Pao(X) 
and, henceforth, there is an automaton B € P a p f ) with //|S(B). But then 77'||,S(B) 
follows from Proposition 3.8. Since H' is a nontrivial /7-group we have ZP\H'. 
Since ||.S(B) also ZJS (B) and, by Proposition 3.11, ZP\\S(A) for some 
Thus (i2) is satisfied by J f . To see that (i3) holds, let A 0 =(A 0 , X, 5) be an automaton 
in with i73|S'('A0) and such that none of the transformations xAo, x£X, 
is the identical mapping A0-»A0. Since A06HS*Pao(jr), the above property yields 
A 0 6HS + P a o ( j r )gHS + P+(J f ) . The Krohn—Rhodes Decomposition Theorem 
implies U3\S(A) for some AC J f . This ends the proof of the necessity. 
Conversely the assumptions (ix)—(i3), Corollary 3.9 and Proposition 3.10 imply 
that for every Gthere is ACJT with Gil 5 (A) and similarly for U3. Apply 
Corollary 3.3. 
Corollary 3.13. For each /=0 ,2 ,3 , if and only if 
. r ^ i H S + P JjiT). 
Corollary 3.14. The following are equivalent for a class J f of automata: 
(i) HS^P^/JT) is the class of all automata. 
(ii) H S + P a o p f ) is the class of all automata. 
(iii) HS + P+(J f ) is the class of all automata. 
Completeness criteria for the operator HSP^ are formulated in [6, 3]. 
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On minimal autonomous partitions of directed graphs 
and some applications to automata theory 
BORIS B. KLOSS 
We are here concerned with a class of partitions which are similar to the well 
known cyclic partitions of Markov chains. Let G—(V, E) be a directed graph with 
a non-empty (possibly infinite) vertex set V and a set of directed edges E. Consider 
partitions n = {5a} of a graph G, where {i?a} is a family of disjoint non-empty sub-
sets (or blocks) BXQV and (J Ba=V. A partition n is called autonomous if for 
a 
every block Ba either ő(Bx) is empty or ő(BJ^Bfi for some block Bp. Here S(B) 
denotes the set of all vertices which are reached in one step from BQV. By the 
minimal autonomous partition (m.a.p.) of a directed graph G we mean such auto-
nomous partition which is a refinement of any autonomous partition of this graph. 
Denote the m.a.p. of G by 7imin(G), or simply 7tmin when non confusion is possible. 
The intersection of all autonomous partitions of G is an autonomous partition which 
is equal to the m.a.p. of G. Thus, the m.a.p. is uniquely determined for every directed 
graph. 
These partitions turned out to be a very useful tool for studying some properties 
of automata and much of the motivation for the work discussed here derives from 
attempts to describe a structure of automata which are stable to the input-induced 
errors. My attention to examining the m.a.p. was also called by the paper [1] of A. 
Ádám, who introduced the autonomous partitions under the name P-partitions and 
considered these partitions from the graphtheoretical point of view. The main result 
of A. Ádám lies in the following. Let q be the relation on a graph G such that for each 
pair of vertices v, u£V we have (v, u)dg if and only if v and u are reached in equal 
number of steps from some vertex w£ V, i.e. there exist two paths of equal length 
from w t o i) and from vv to u; Then QT=nm]n for every sink-free directed graph, 
where qt denotes the transitive closure of q. (Here and elsewhere we do not distin-
guish between partitions and the corresponding equivalence relations.) The above 
statement we shall call A. Ádám's theorem on minimal autonomous partitions. 
The purposes of our paper are: 
1) to describe the structure of m.a.p. for various types of directed graphs; and 
2) to demonstrate the possibility of applications of A. Ádám's theorem to auto-
mata theory. 
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Minimal autonomous partitions 
In this section we describe the structure of m.a.p. for arbitrary directed graphs, 
for graphs with finitely many sinks, for sink-free and source-free graphs and for 
strongly connected graphs. 
By o we denote the trivial partition such that every block of o is a singleton. If 
T is any relation on a graph, then we denote by T° the following relation: for each two 
vertices v,u£V we have (v, W)£T" if and only if either (v, or there exists a 
finite sequence of pairs vt, u^V, i= 1, ..., n, such that {vi, wJCt, vi£0(v,_and 
Mi€<5(Mi-1) for i=2,...,n and vn=v, un=u. t" will be called the autonomous clo-
sure of T. It will be observed that o" is exactly the relation q defined above. By TT 
we denote the transitive closure of t, i.e. (v, u)£zT iff there exists a finite sequence of 
vertices Vi, ..., vn such that for i=2,...,n and v, =v, vn=u. 
We begin with A. Ádám's theorem ([I], Propositions 5,6): 
Theorem 1, For an arbitrary graph For an arbitrary sink-free 
graph o a T=nm i n . 
Remark 1. Although A. Ádám [1] dealt only with finite connected graphs, his 
proof of this theorem is valid for arbitrary graphs. 
We are going to generalize A. Ádám's theorem in the following way. Let sink (G) 
be the number of sinks of G and o n x (" r ) means 0 a T -aT , where aT is repeated n times. 
o o 
We shall first give some properties of the relations 0"* (aT). Put o°°(aT) = U o a x a ( T ) , 
n = 1 
i.e. (v, w)£o~(ar) iff (v, u)£onx(aT) for some n £ l . Note that ^ « m g ^ + D x O T 
for each n s l , hence o°°(ar) is a partition. Furthermore, one easily verifies that the 
following pairs of factor-graphs are isomorphic: 
G/nmin(G) ~ [ G / o ^ / l ^ G / o " 7 ) ] ( * ) 
G/o (n+1)x(aT) ~ [G/o"r]/[onx("r)(G/o"r)] ( * * ) 
or (by induction) for each n, / s i 
C7Mn, i „(<7)~[G/o , x ( a T ) ] /K.„ (<? /ö ' x o r ) ] ( * ) 
G/o(n+í) x ( " r ) ~ [G/o'x (°r)]/[on x (° r ) (G/o'x (flT))] ( * * ) 
We are now in a position to prove the generalization of A. Ádám's theorem: 
Theorem 2. For an arbitrary graph, o°°(or,=7tmin. If sink (G)^ra, then 
Proof. 1) It follows from A. Addm's theorem that on*ittT)Qnmia for each w s l . 
Thus o°°UT)Qnmin. To prove o°°{aT)=nmin, fix two vertices (v, w)io~(aT). We 
then have (v, u)£ok%iaT\ for some fcsl. Consequently, (i/, H')€o (k+1)x(aT) if 
v'£5(v) and u'£d(u). From this it follows that o°°(ar) is an autonomous partition. 
Suppose o~(a7) ^ 7tmin. Then o~(aT) is a proper refinement of 7imin and the minimality 
nmia gives the contradiction. 
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2) Now prove the second assertion. 
Induction base: If sink (G)=0, then oaT=nmin by A. Adam's theorem. 
Induction step: If sink (G)=n + 1 and oaT?±nmi„,. then sink (G/oaT)^n. Indeed, 
if 0o7V7rmin, then there exist blocks A, B, C of oaT with 8(A)C\B^ti, S{A)nC^0 
and B(1C=0. (Here 0 denotes the empty set.) This means that there is a sink in A, 
but A, considered as a vertex of the factor-graph G/oaT, is not a sink. Thus 
sink(G/o" r)^n. 
Suppose o(n+1)x(aT)=nmin holds for each graph G' with sink (G')=«- Then 
G'/nmin(G') ~ G'/o<"+»*<°T\G'). 
where G'=G/oaT and ~ means graph isomorphism. On the other hand, properties 
(*) and (* *) give 
G'/nmin(G') ~ G/;tmin(G) 
G'loin+1)x<aT\G') ~ G/o(n+2)x(aT)(G). Thus 
G/nmin(G) ~ G/o("+2)x(aT>(G) 
and consequently, 7imin=o ("+2)x(aT) if sink(G)=n + 1. Q.E.D. 
Examples. Fig. 1 shows a graph G with sink(G) = l, oaTa?inm{n, oaTaT= 
nmin. Fig. 2 shows a graph G with sink(G)=2, oaTaTa^nmXn, oaTaTaT=7tmin. For 
the graph in Fig. 3 we have, sink (G)=3, oaTaTaTa^nmm, oaTaTaTaT=nmin. 
These examples give rise to the following 
Fig. 1. 
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Proposition 1. For each integer n there exists a graph G such that sink (G)—n 
and ^ i t ^ . 
Question 1. Does Proposition 1 remain valid when we restrict ourselves to 
finite graphs without sources? 
Question 2. For any n, characterize the graphs having exactly n sinks such that 
0nx(„7>=Jtmin ¿olds ¡ n Theorem 2. 
Corollary 1. If G is finite, then 0nx(oT)=7rmin for some integer n^\V\. 
Proof. If every vertex of G is a sink, then o=nmm. Elsewise, sink (G)S |F | — 1 
and we can apply Theorem 2. 
Question 3. What is the smallest number/(/c) such that o f W x i a T ) = n m l n for 
every finite graph with \V\=kl 
Now let us consider sink-free graphs. The relation o" is not transitive, in general, 
even if a graph has no sink and no source (see Fig. 4). (This example also provides a 
particular answer to Problem 3 in [1].) But for strongly connected graphs the relation 
o" is always transitive. 
Proposition 2. For an arbitrary strongly connected graph, o"=7rmin. 
Proof. First, let G be a finite strongly connected graph. Let B£ nmia be an arbi-
trary block of its m.a.p. and let c£B be a vertex in this block. Consider the factor 
graph G/jrmin. Obviously, G/nmin is a cycle. Denote its length by p. Consider a se-
quence of sets Sk=5kp(c), k=0, 1,2, ..., where Sn(c)=d(8"-1(c)), <5°(c)=c, 
5\c)—5{c). Note that SkQB£nmin and for every pair of vertices v,u£Sk we have 
(v, u)£o", for each k=0, 1, 2 , . . . . Since G is finite, the sequence Sk becomes station-
ary, i.e. there exist integers Ism such that ¿p(St)=Sl+1, ¿p(Sl+1)=St+2, ... 
m 
..., 5p(Sm)=S,. Since G is strongly connected, (J Si=B. If l=m, then the prop-
¡=1 
osition is already proved (in this case S,=B and (v, u)£oa for each pair v, u£B). 
If not, suppose without the loss of generality that all sets in the system 5'={5'|, ... 
..., 5m} are different. A family of sets {S'JgS', a . . . , m), will be called a 
maximal system if and only if Pi S a = 0 and for each n (l^nSm) such that 
n$A we have 5f l5 ' n=0. Let §={S1,..., §q} be the_family of intersections of the 
maximal systems. It is not difficult to see that 8P(S1)QS2,..., 5p(Sq)^§1 for a 
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suitable numeration of the sets S. Furthermore, if i ^ j , then £¡["15, =0. Since G 
9 
is strongly connected, one has (J S'1=5. Therefore we can consider the following 
i=1 
partition : 
« = {Si, d^SJ, ..., V-^SO, S2 , ..., S"- 1 ^)} . 
Obviously, n is autonomous partition and n is a proper refinement of 7tmin. This con-
tradicts the minimality of rcm!n. Hence l=m and oa=nmm. 
The general case, when G is an arbitrary strongly connected graph, is reducible 
to the previous one. Indeed, let B be an arbitrary block of the m.a.p. We are going to 
show that (v, u)(Loa for each pair of vertices v, u£B. Since a strongly connected 
graph has no sink, therefore it fulfils the suppositions of A. Adam's theorem. Hence 
(v, u)doaT. This means that there exists a sequence of vetrices vlt ..., vn£B such that 
v-t =v, v„=u and (vi, vi+1)£o" for i=l, ..., n—1. Select two paths of equal length 
from vt to vt and from vt to vi+1 for each c = l, ..., n—1 and take an arbitrary path 
from v„ to vt. Consider the subgraph G' of G consisting all vertices and edges of se-
lected paths. It is clear that G' is a finite strongly connected graph. Moreover, the 
vertices v and u belong to the same block of nmin(G'). Consequently, (v, u)£o" by 
the previous part of the proof (note that o"(G') is the refinement of o°(G)). Q.E.D. 
Remark 2. In addition, strongly connected graphs have another advantageous 
property: it is a well known fact in the theory of Markov chains that for such graphs 
the equality p = p * holds (see below). 
Now we are going to generalize Proposition 2. When does oa=nmin hold for 
sink-free and source-free graphs? This problem is closely related to Problem 2 in [1]: 
when is the length p of the cycle of the functional graph G/nmin equal to the greatest 
common divisor p* of all cycle lengths of G? Let p be the greatest common divisor 
of all cycle lengths of the induced subgraph spanned by all generators of G, i.e. 
p=g.c.d. {length (C): every vertex of cycle C is a generator of G}. (A vertex v is 
called generator if for each vertex u there exists a path from v to u.) 
One has the following 
Theorem 3. If a finite connected graph G has no source, then oa=nmin iff 
there exists at least one generator of G and p=p. 
Proof. Assume that oa=7imin and G has no source. Then o" is a transitive rela-
tion. It is not difficult to see that there exists a generator v of G. Let u be a vertex 
such that there is a path from u to v of length p. If v=u, then p —p. Otherwise, since 
the vertices v and u belong to the same block of 7tmin (therefore (v, u)£o") and since 
v is a generator, there exist two paths from v to v and from v to u of equal length kp 
(for some integer / r s l ) . It is clear that one can find two cycles, both containing v, 
with lengths kp and kp+p. Hence p=p. 
Now let p=p and suppose that there exists a generator v of G. Then there are 
two cycles C1 and C2 such that v€Clt v£C2 and the greatest common divisor of 
/1=length (Cx) and /2=length (C2) equals p. Indeed, the subgraph G of G spanned by 
all generators is strongly connected, hence we can apply Proposition 2, our assump-
tion p=p, then Remark 2 and the construction of the previous part of this proof. It 
is clear that if (v1, v2)€o", then (uj, u2)€rtmin. We are going to show the converse 
implication. Let and v2 be arbitrary vertices which belong to the same block of 
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7rmin. Since v is a generator of G, there exist two paths from v to v1 (of the length 
and from v to v2 (of the length m2). It should be observed that ll=k1p, l2=k2p, 
Ni—w2| =k3p, for some Ar^l , ¿ 2 s l , Ar3s0. From the fact that the equation 
hx + ky - K - / w a | 
is solvable in integers, it follows that there exist two paths of equal length from v to vx 
and from v to v2, respectively. Q.E.D. 
Corollary 1. If a finite connected graph G has no source, then oa=nmm im-
plies p=p*. 
Proof. The divisibility relations p\p* and p*\p are clear. If p=p, then p=p*. 
The converse implication in Corollary 1 is not valid, in general (see Fig. 5). 
We finish this section with the remark that the above results were not intended 
as an overview of the m.a.p. and Problems 1—2 proposed by A. Ádám [1] are still 
open. 
Applications to automata theory 
In this section we are going to describe a class of automata which are stable to 
the input-induced errors. First introduce some notations used below. By automaton 
we mean a system A=(X, S, <5), where X and S are arbitrary finite non-empty sets, 
called the input alphabet and the state set, respectively, and «5: SXX-»S is called 
the transition function. By S we also denote the natural extension of the transition 
function to a mapping 2SXX*-»2S, where 2 s is a family of subsets of S and X* 
is a free monoid generated by X. By the m.a.p. of an automaton we mean the m.a.p. 
of its transition diagram. A block B of the m.a.p. of an automaton is called cyclic if 
S(B,J)QB for some non-empty J£X*. The set of states which belong to the cyclic 
blocks is denoted C(S). By the period of automaton A we mean the least common 
multiple of all cycle lengths of the transition diagram of the factor automaton A/nm-m. 
We denote the period of A by p(A). If A1=(X, Slt S,) and A2=(X, S2, S2) are 
automata with S t05*2=0 and the same input alphabet, then AXXA2= 
=(X, S'jXiS'a, <5), where 5((Ji, *)> 4(^2» *)) for each 
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and x£X, is called the product of the automata and A1+A2=(X,S1\JS2,5), where 
is called the sum of the automata. An automaton A=(X, S, 3) is called a subauto-
maton of A=(X, S, <5) if SQS and S(s, x)=5(s, x) for every choice of s£S, 
xZX. An automaton A is said to be strongly connected if for every pair of states 
s, t£S there are such words J x , J 2 ^X* that 6{s,J1)=t and S(t,J2)=s. In other 
words, an automaton A is strongly connected iff the transition diagram of A is strongly 
connected. An automaton is said to be connected if its transition diagram, considered 
as a non-oriented graph, is connected. Note that every automaton A is a sum of 
connected automata A = 2 Aa. We say that an automaton A can be represented by 
a parallel composition of automata B and C if there exists a subautomaton D of 
BxC such that A is a homomorphic image of D. The onto mapping h: S'-+S is 
called a homomorphism from D=(X, S', <5') to A=(X,S,5) if S(h(s),x) = 
=h(5'(s,x)) for every choice of s£S\ x£X. 
An automaton A is called autonomous if S(s, x)=8(s, y) for each s£S and 
x, y£X. It should be observed that an automaton A is autonomous iff it is isomorphic 
to the factor automaton A/nmXn. 
An automaton A is called to be directable (or cofinal) if there exists a word 
X* such that 1(5(5, 7)| = 1, where | • | denotes the cardinality. Such words J are 
called directing. 
A directable automaton is called definite if there exists an integer n such that 
every word, whose length is greater than or equal to n, is directing. 
The automata we will be concerned with belong to a class defined by the following 
properties. 
Definition 1. An automaton A=(X\ S, <5) is called correctable if there exists 
J£X* such that 5(s, J1J)=S(s, J2J) for every state s£S and every two words 
Jlt J2£X* of equal length. Such words J are called correcting. 
Note that it is just the case of S. Winograd's automata which are synchronized 
with probability 1 with respect to the input-induced errors [6]. 
The automata of this type are capable of "forgetting" all previously occurred 
errors after accepting a specially selected correcting sequence of inputs. This provides 
the advantages, of their use in technique. 
The next assertion follows immediately from A. Adam's theorem. 
Correctability Criterion. An automaton A is correctable iff there exists a (cor-
recting) word J£X* such that \5(B, J)\ = 1 for each block B£nmln(A). 
This criterion allows us to describe the structure of correctable automata more 
precisely. 
First Decomposition Theorem. An automaton A is correctable iff it can be rep-
resented by a parallel composition of autonomous and directable automata. 
Sketch of the proof. The following five lemmas imply the sufficiency of the 
theorem. 
The next assertion is obvious: 
2 Acta Cybemetica VIII/4 
<5(5, x) = | 
x), if 
52(s, x), if s£S2 ) 
a 
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Lemma 1. Every autonomous automaton is correctable. 
Lemma 2. An automaton A is directable iff the following three conditions are 
fulfilled: 
A is correctable, 
A is connected, 
p{A)= 1. 
Proof. Suppose that p(A)—l holds for a connected correctable automaton A. 
Then Alnmin has only one cycle and this cycle is a loop. Denote by B the set of states 
s£S of A such that the natural homomorphism y of A onto A/irmin carries s to the 
unique cyclic vertex of A/nmin. It is easy to see that there exists a natural number n 
such that 5(S, I)QB whenever the length of the word I is at least n. The Correcta-
bility Criterion implies the existence of a word J^X* such that \3{B, / ) | = 1. Let 
J2€X* be an arbitrary word whose length is at least n and let J be defined by 
J=J2Jj. Then / is a directing word. 
Conversely, assume that A is a directable automaton. Obviously, A is connected 
and correctable. Our last aim is to verify p(A) = 1. We shall show that p(A)> 1 
leads to a contradiction. Indeed, p(A)>1 implies the existence of two states s, t£S 
such that s and t belong to different cyclic blocks of 7rmin. Thus 5(s, J)^S(t, J) 
for every word J£X* and the lemma follows. 
Lemma 3. ([4]). A product of finitely many correctable automata is correctable. 
Lemma 4. ([4]). Every subautomaton of a correctable one is correctable. 
Lemma 5. Every homomorphic image (consequently every factor automaton) 
of a correctable automaton is correctable. 
Proof. Consider a homomorphism h: A-+B, where A is correctable. Let us 
start with three states s2, s3 of B such that 5B(s1, Jx)=s2, SB(s1, J2)=s3 with 
some words Jit J2 which are of equal length. (Here §B means the transition function 
of B and dA denotes the transition function of A). Then obviously 
SaM, JiKh-1^), J^h-^Sa) 
for an arbitrary element s{ of / i_ 1(j1); thus the correcting word J oi A fulfils 
Hence 
3B(s2, J) = 8B(s3, J) 
and the lemma follows. 
Now we are going to prove the necessity. Let A be a correctable automaton. 
Consider the following three cases. 
1. Let A be strongly connected. Then the partition classes mod nmin(A) can be 
denoted by Bx, B2, ..., Bq in such a manner that ¿(B^ x)QBi+1 if and 
S(B9, x)(i^B1 (for each x£X). Let us choose a set C = {.sl5 ..., such that 
SitBf for each i (1 ^ i = q ) . 
Consider the family of all sets <5 (C, J) where (C is fixed and) J runs through all 
the elements of A"*. Since A is a finite automaton, this family consists of a finite num-
ber of different members. Denote the members of the family by C l 5 C2 , ..., C„ (the 
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ordering is arbitrary). C1,Ci, ..., C„ are pairwise different (but not necessarily dis-
joint) state sets and their union CiU.-.UC,, equals S (otherwise we could get a 
contradiction to the strongly connectedness of A). It is easy to see that | C , n ^ | = 1 
for every choice of Ct and B, where 1 ^ / S n and B is a block mod 7rmin(yi). For 
every choice of Ct and x£X there exists a unique Cy such that <5(C(, (l^i^n, 
1 rsj^n). 
Consider the automaton Ad=(X, {C,}, 5d), where <5d(C,-, x)=Cj iff <5(C;, x)=Cj. 
Denote Aa=A/nmin. It is not difficult to see that Ad is a directable automaton. This 
assertion follows from the Correctability Criterion. Indeed, since A is correctable, then 
there exists a correcting word J£X* such that \S(B, J)\ = 1 for each block 
5 m o d nm-m(A). Consider two arbitrary states C ; , C,- of Ad. Let C, = {j1 , . . . , s9} 
and Cy= {^i, ..., s'q}, where sx£Bx, s'a£Bx. Since sx and s'x belong to the same block 
mod JI„„-„(̂ ), we have <5(ja, J)~8(s'a, J) for each a (1 ^ct^q). Put sx=5(sx,J). 
Obviously, {jj, ..., s'g} is a member of the family C = {Cl5 ..., C„}. Let {¿J', ... 
..., s'J}=Ck where l^k^q. Then 
Sd(C„ J) = 5d(Cj, J) = Q, 
hence Ad is directable. Obviously, Aa is autonomous. The mapping from AaXAd 
to A taking a pair of states B£nmin(A) (this is a state of Aa) and C ;6C (this is a state 
if Ad) into the state s—BDCi of A is a required homomorphism. 
2. Let A be connected. 
Lemma 6. ([4]). Every connected correctable automaton contains a unique 
strongly connected subautomaton (which is evidently correctable). 
Remark 3. It will be noted that Lemma 6 is not valid in general for infinite auto-m a t a -
Denote by A=(X, S, 5) the strongly connected subautomaton of A. Let 
Aa = A/nmin(A) and Ad=(X, {.C,}, Sd), g S, be autonomous and directable com-
ponents of A, constructed analogously to the previous part of this proof, i.e. A can 
be represented by a parallel composition of Aa and Ad. Consider the automaton 
^ ( ^ ( . S X ^ I H C ; } , Sd), where 
Sd(b, x) = 
5(b,x), if b£S\S and 8(b,x)£S\S; 
arbitrary ( ^ { Q such that <5(b, *)€<?;, if b£S\S and 8(b,x)£§; 
Sd(b,x), if b£{Ct). 
The automaton Ad is directable. Indeed, it is easy to see that there exists a word 
Ji£X* such that Sd((S\S)U {<?J, / J i {C,}. Let J2iX* be a correcting word of 
A, hence J2 is a directing word of Ad. Let J be defined by J—J^J-i • Then J is a direct-
ing word of Ad. Denote Aa=A/nmin(A). Our last aim is to find a subauomtaton of 
AaxAd which can be mapped homomorphically onto A. Consider the subautomaton 
A whose states are all the_pairs (B, b), where B£nm-m(A), b£(S\S)U {€;}, such 
that BOb^Q. Note that A really is a subautomaton. Then the mapping (B, ¿>)— 
-*BC\b is a required homomorphism. 
3. Let A be an arbitrary correctable automaton. Represent A in the form 
A = ]?AX, where Ax is connected for each a. 
2* 
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Lemma 7. ([4]). Suppose A — 2 A,; then A is correctable iff At is correctable 
¡=i 
for each i=l,...,n. If A is correctable and A = 2 Ax (where there is an infinity 
a 
of summands), then Aa is correctable for each a. 
Let Aaa and A% be automous and directable components of Aa, constructed ana-
logously to the first and second parts of our proof. Then A can be represented by 
a parallel composition of £ A% and JJ Aj. It will be noted that a sum of autono-
a a 
mous automata is autonomous and a product of finitely many directable automata is 
directable. Since every correcting word of A is a directing word of [J A*d, the auto-
a 
mat on J ] is directable, even if there were an infinite number of multiplicands. 
Q.E.D. * 
Remark 4. It follows from part 1 of the previous proof that every strongly 
connected correctable automaton is a homomorphic image of a product of strongly 
connected autonomous and strongly connected directable automata. 
A. Adam's theorem can be applied to the description the other types of automata. 
Definition 2. A correctable automaton A is called self-correctable if there exists 
an integer n such that every word, whose length is greater than or equal to n, is 
correcting. 
The smallest n which satisfies the above condition is called the correction time 
and denoted by n(A). 
Self-correctability Criterion. An automaton A is self-correctable iff there exists 
an integer n such that 1(3(5,7)1 = 1 for each block B£nmm(A) and each word 
JiX". The smallest n which satisfies this condition equals n(A). 
Second Decomposition Theorem. An automaton A is self-correctable iff it can 
be represented by a parallel composition of autonomous and definite automata. 
The proof might have been arranged analogously to the proof of First Decom-
position Theorem, but we are here suggested a simpler way of proving this theorem. 
First we establish some preliminary results on self-correctable automata. 
The following result is obvious: 
Lemma 8. An automaton A is self-correctable iff there exists an integer n such 
that the equality 
3(3,1, J) = b(s,hJ) 
holds for every choice of the state s and the words 7X, /2 , J where , /2 are of equal 
length and the length of / is n. 
Suppose that A is self-correctable, let the smallest possible n(=n(A)) be consid-
ered (cf. Lemma 8). For every t ( ^ n ) we denote by F,(s,J) the state S(s,IJ) 
where s is a s ta te / i s a word of length« and lis an abritrary word whose length is t—n. 
Supplement to Lemma 8. The sequence of functions 
is periodic. 
( * * * ) 
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Proof. The set of states of A and the set of words of length n are finite. Thus the 
sequence ( * * *) contains only a finite number of different members. Let q be the 
smallest number such that there is a number t0 for which nst0~^q and F,o=Fq 
are valid. We can show without difficulty that F,=Ft• implies F,+1 = F,-+1. Conse-
quently, the sequence (* * *) is periodic; the length of its period and pre-period are 
p=q—t0 and /„, respectively. (In other words: F,=Ft. if and only if t^t0, t' = t0 
and t=t'(modp) are true.) 
Remark 5. The period p of ( * * *) equals the period p(A) of the automaton A. 
Proof of the Second Decomposition Theorem. Since Lemmas 1—7 are valid for 
self-correctable automata after replacing the words correctable by self-correctable and 
directable by definite, then a composition of autonomous and definite automata is 
self-correctable. Now let A be a self-correctable automaton. Then one can consider 
the definite component of A as a connection of storage device on a shift register (for 
preservation of last n(A) inputs) and a set of p(A) devices for computing functions 
F,o, ..., F ro+p( /1 )_1 . It is easy to see that the definite component is a definite in fact 
automaton. In this case the autonomous component A/Kmin determines the function 
which value corresponds to the present state of A. Q.E.D. 
Remark 6. One can show that every strongly connected self-correctable auto-
maton is a homomorphic image of a product of strongly connected autonomous and 
strongly connected definite automata (cf. Remark 4). M. Ito and J. Duske proved in 
[3] that every strongly connected definite automaton is a homomorphic image of a 
shift register. (Recall that a shift register in [3] is an automaton (X , X", 5) where X is 
finite, m = 1 and <5((xl5 ..., x„), x)=(x2, ..., x„, x) for every choice of x£X, x^X, 
i = l, ..., n.) Thus, every strongly connected self-correctable automaton is a homo-
morphic image of a product of strongly connected autonomous automaton and a 
shift register. 
Now let us estimate the correction time n(A) of self-correctable automata. 
Theorem 4. Let A be a self-correctable automaton and let k (=0) be the smal-
lest number such that each J£X"U)+k satisfies: 
1) S(S,J)QC(S); and 
2) if J)QB and S(B2, J)^B for some Bu B2, B£nmia(A), then 
5 (BUJ) = 8(B2,J). 
Then 
n(A) + k ss \S\-m, 
where m is the maximum of all cycle lengths of the transition diagram of A/nm-m. 
If A is a strongly connected self-correctable automaton, then 
p(A)X\X\«A^ |S | . 
Remark 7. In particular, if A is a connected self-correctable automaton, then 
n(A) + k |5|-/>(i4). 
Remark 8. Since J£Xn<-A)+k and k^O, then |<5(5 ;,/)| = 1 in Theorem 4 
(/=1,2). Therefore one can write 8(Bi , J )£B instead of 
5(B„J)QB. 
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Proof of Theorem 4. Let us first suppose that A is a strongly connected self-
correctable automaton. Since C(S)—S, then /c=0 in this case. Given an integer n 
consider the relation 
Pn = {(.s^sJtS2: 5(slt J) = S(s2, J) for each J£Xn). 
It is clear that P0 = {(s, s): s£S}. Since A is strongly connected, then PnQnmin(A) 
holds for each nsO. It follows from Self-correctability Criterion that Pn(A)^ 
^nmin(A) where n(A) is the correction time of A. Thus, P„(A)—nmm{A). Moreover, 
P„QPn+1 and P„7^Pn+1 iff n<n(A). The strong connectedness of A implies that 
the transition diagram of A/nmin is a cycle. Therefore the number of blocks of nmm(A) 
is equal to the period p(A) of A. Obviously, the number of blocks of P„(A)-iis greater 
than or equal to p(A)+1. Similarly, if O^i^n(A) then the number of blocks of 
P„iA)-i Sp(A)+i. In particular, with i—n(A), we get 
n(A) ^ \S\-p(A). 
Now consider an arbitrary self-correctable automaton A. Without the loss of 
generality we may restrict ourselves to the case where A is connected. 
The proof of Theorem 4 will be continued after verifying a lemma. 
Lemma 9. Let A be a connected self-correctable automaton. Then there exists 
a partition n = {5,}, /=1 , . . . , « , of A such that 
1) for any i (1 =/=k) , the elements of i ^ U ^ U . . . U.6,- form a subautomaton 
of A; moreover, (X , B1, S) is strongly connected and self-correctable; 
2) if 1 s i ^ r i and 7 is a word whose length is denoted by /, then <5(2?,-, J)Q 
g^ iU . - .U^ , - , » , where /*=min (/, / - 1 ) . 
Proof. One can choose (using Lemma 6 and the remark at the beginning of the 
proof of the Second Decomposition Theorem) the unique selfcorrectable strongly 
connected subautomaton (X, B1, 5) of A. 
Consider a sequence of sets: 
B2 = {sqSXB^. 5(s, x)£B1 for each x£X}; 
B3 = {stS^B^B2); 8(s,x)£BiUB2 for each x^X}\ 
B, = { i e S X ^ U ... U5,_!): S(s, xKBiU ... U f o r each 
Clearly, one can find an integer m ( s i ) such that 2?f=0 iff z>m. Since the 
family of disjoint sets {£,}, /'=1, ... m, satisfies the conditions 1 — 2, we only have 
m 
to prove that {£,} is really a partition, i.e. U Bi=S. Put S = S \ № U . . . U5m). 
~ ¡=i 
We are going to show jhat §=d . 
Assume now that We derive a contradiction from this assumption. It is 
easy to see that there exists r s l such that S(S, J)QC(S) for all words J£Xr. 
Using the definition of S one also easily obtains that for any s£S there exists a 
sequence of words J-£X' such that <5(s, J?)£S where / = 1 , 2 , . . . . Let s be an arbi-
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trary state of 5, then s=8(s, J f ) belongs to a cyclic block of nmin(A). A moment's 
consideration shows that there exists a state t of Bx which belongs to the same block 
of the m.a.p. Indeed, let the cyclic blocks of nmin(A) be denoted by C1,C2, ..., Cq. 
Since (X, Bj, 8) is a subautomaton of the connected automaton A, for 
any j=\,...,q. Now let s£Cj, we choose an arbitrary state t of B1CiCJ. Thus, the 
states s£§ and t^B1 belong to the same (cyclic) block of nmin(A). Furthermore, 
8(s, J?)eS for all /=1, 2, ... and 8(t,J)eB1 for each word J^X*. Obviously, 
5 = 0 . Therefore 8(s, Jt)^8(t, J?) for every choice of / = 1 , 2 , . . . (Note that 
the length of /f equals /). This contradicts the Self-correctability Criterion and the 
lemma follows. 
Proof of Theorem 4 (final part). Now (using Lemma 9) let us select the strongly 
connected subautomaton A=(X, Bt, 8) of A and let r ( S i ) be the smallest number 
which satisfies 8(S,J)<^BX for all J£Xr. Clearly 8(S, J)^C(S) when J£Xr 
and it follows from Lemma 9 that 
r ^ 1 5 X ^ 1 . (1) 
Since A is strongly connected, therefore by the previous part of the proof one has 
n(A)^\B1\-p(A). (2) 
p(A) = p(A). (3) 
n(A) + k s n(A) + r. (4) 
Clearly (1), (2), (3) and (4) jointly imply 
n(A) + k s n(A) + r -p(A) + \SSJB1\ = ISI-/KA 
and the first assertion of Theorem 4 is proved. 
But it follows immediately from Remark 6 that 
p(A)X\X\n(A^ |S| 
holds for strongly connected self-correctable automata. Q.E.D. 
Now let A be definite, then the smallest n which satisfies: 
|5(S, / ) | = 1 for all J£Xn 
is called the degree of A and is denoted by d(A). 
Corollary 1. Let A be a definite automaton, then 
d(A) ^ |S| — 1. 
If A is a strongly connected definite automaton, then 
\X\ilA) s |5|. 
Proof. If A is definite, then it is self-correctable. By Lemma 2 and remark at the 
beginning of the proof of the Second Decomposition Theorem one has p(A) = 1. 
Since A is definite, it is connected, therefore the maximum m of all cycle lengths of the 
transition diagram of A/nmin equals p(A) = 1. Finally we show that d(A)=n(A)+k 
(cf. Theorem 4). It is clear that d(A)^n(A)+k. Now let J£X* be defined by 
J=J1Ji where the length of Jx equals k and the length of J2 equals n(A). Then all the 
It will be noted that 
Also note that 
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states of 5(S, / , ) belong to the unique cyclic b'ock of nmin(A). Therefore, by the Self-
correctability Criterion, one has |<5 (S, J) | = 1. Thus, d(A)^n(A)+k and the first 
assertion of Corollary 1 follows. 
In order to prove the second assertion it will suffice to note that d{A)—n{A) 
holds for strongly connected definite automata. 
Remark 9. The first assertion of Corollary 1 is well-known (e.g. see V. I. Le-
venshtejn [5, Lemma 11]). In [3] M. Ito and J. Duske obtained the estimation: 
l A f ^ s l S I . 
Although we only dealt with finite automata in this section, some results are valid 
for arbitrary automata. First, one easily sees that the validity of the Correctability 
(Self-correctability) Criterion does not depend on the cardinality of the state set and 
of the input alphabet. One can also prove Decomposition Theorems for arbitrary 
automata. 
A word should be said here about the structure of semigroups of correctable au-
tomata. Recall that the semigroup SA of A is the factor semigroup X*/= where 
JX=J2 iff S(s, J1)=o(s, J2) for all states s£ S. It is easy to see that the set of all 
correcting words forms an ideal of SA. (Here and elsewhere we do not distinguish 
between semigroup's elements J£SA and corresponding words J£X*.) If A is finite, 
then SA is a finite semigroup, therefore there exists the kernel Ker (S^) of SA. One 
can show that Ker (SA) iff 1) J is a correcting word; and 2) J satifies conditions 
1—2 of Theorem 4. Note that conditions 1—2 of Theorem 4 actually means that the 
set {J, J2, J3,...} (where J2=JJ, J3=JJJ, ...) forms a subgroup of SA. Recall that 
the kernel of an arbitrary compact (in particular, finite) semigroup can be written as a 
union of pairwise disjoint maximal isomorphic groups: Ker= IJ Ga. The groups Ga 
a 
are called the group-components of the kernel. If A is a correctable automaton, then 
each group-component Gx is cyclic and the period of Gx equals p(A). Moreover, 
SA-Ga=Gx for each a. One easily see that the semigroups of self-correctable auto-
mata possess the following additional property: the equality SA-G=G holds for 
any maximal subgroup GQSA. In other words, the group-components of SA 
(where A is a correctable automaton) are "generalized right zeros" of SA. If A is 
self-correctable, then every maximal subgroup of SA is a "generalized right zero". 
Input-induced errors 
Here we suggest an equivalent form of A. Adam's theorem for automata. Let us 
consider the input-induced errors. Recall that an error (s, t) of storing state t instead 
of state s is said to be input-induced iff there exist a state v and two words Jlt J2 of 
equal length such that 8(v,J1)=s and d(v,J2)=t. The partition (relation) n is 
said to be corresponding to the input-induced errors iff n is the smallest (i.e. most 
refined) partition such that for any input-induced error (.?, t) we have (J, t)£n. All 
these concepts were introduced by J. Hartmanis and R. E. Stearns in [2]. 
Thes next proposition actually was a base of our consideration in the previous 
section of the paper. 
Proposition 3. Let A be an arbitrary (possibly infinite) automaton. Then the 
partition it corresponding to the input-induced errors is equal to the minimal auto-
nomous partition 7rm!n (A). 
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Note added in Proof. If a connected graph G has at least one semiwalk with 
positive net length, p of the (unique) cycle of G/7rmin is equal to the greatest com-
mon divisor of all closed semiwalk net lengths of G (G. S. Bloom and S. A. Burr 
[7, Theorem 3.2]). Elsewise, G/nmin has no cycles and consequently G(nmm is a direc-
ted path (cf. [7, Theorem 3.3]). 
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Резюме 
Рассматриваются ориентированные графы G=(V,E), где У—множество вершин и 
Е — множество дуг. Разбиение я={В*} множества вершин графа на непересекающиеся блоки 
B^V называется автономным, если для каждого блока Ва, содержащего хотя бы одну вер-
шину с ненулевой полустепенью исхода, найдется такой блок Вр, что все вершины, достижи-
мые из Ва за один шаг, лежат в Вр. Минимальное автономное разбиение (м.а.р.) графа — это 
такое его автономное разбиение, которое является собственным подразбиением любого 
другого автономного разбиения этого графа. Аналоги м.а.р. хорошо известны — это раз-
биения состояний марковских цепей и автоматов на циклические классы. В нашей работе изу-
чается строение м.а.р. для различных типов ориентированных графов. Мы привели достаточно 
подробное описание структуры м.а.р. для графов с конечным числом стоков, графов, не содер-
жащих истоков и стоков, а также для сильно связных графов. Можно показать, что м.а.р. 
графа с конечным числом стоков можно получить из тривиального разбиения этого графа 
(т.е. разбиения, каждый блок которого содержит в точности одну вершину) путем примене-
ния к нему конечного числа операций транзитивного и автономного замыканий, а именно, 
достаточно 2 X /г+2 таких операций, где л-число стоков графа. При этом для произвольных 
графов всегда достаточно счетного числа операций. Количество необходимых операций — 
важная характеристика м.а.р. и его оценкам собственно и посвящена первая часть настоящей 
статьи. 
С помощью м.а.р. оказалось удобным описывать строение автоматов, устойчивых к 
индуцированным входными искажениями ошибкам. Этим вопросам посвящена вторая часть 
статьи, где, в частности, решается задача о декомпозиции таких автоматов. 
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An approach to automata schemes synthesis 
A . S. PODKOLZIN, S. M . USIUMLIC 
The function of a finite automaton can be described on both abstract and struc-
tural levels. In the first case, only some interrelation between input and output se-
quences of an automaton is pointed out without showing its structure (we call such 
automata — abstract). In the second case, an automaton is represented by a scheme, 
constructed of a set of "elementary" automata, defining a process of conversion of 
input sequences into output ones (we call such automata structural) [1]. One of the 
widely used languages, describing the functioning of finite automata on an abstract 
level is the language of regular expressions [2, 3], which can define time events, distin-
guishable by automata. In considering structural automata, we shall limit ourselves 
to schemes constructed out of the following elements: disjunction, conjunction, 
negation and delay. The problem of constructing a structural automaton V represent-
ing an event defined by a regular expression R (in this paper called the problem of 
synthesis of an automaton V), can be solved by constructing, in an intermediate stage, 
a Moore diagram of the automaton V [4]. The number of vertices of this diagram in 
many cases considerably exceeds both the complexity of the scheme of the automaton 
V and the length of the regular expression R. Corresponding estimation of the number 
of vertices depends exponentially on the given parameters. In such cases, regardless 
of a relatively simple scheme definition of an automaton V and a regular expression R, 
the given method of synthesis becomes in fact, non- applicable, and so arises the 
necessity of developing "direct" methods of synthesis of the automaton V, which are 
not based, on the construction of its Moore diagram. A direct method of synthesis 
of automaton schemes, which is in fact an improvement of the synthesis method from 
[5], is suggested. (From now on these two methods will be reffered to as S2 and Slt 
respectively). 
Let us describe the method S1. The source information in this method is a regu-
lar expression R, obtained by application of operations U, •, and < over the 
alphabet A = {at, a2, ..., am} (see [3]). Symbols of the alphabet A are supposed to be 
encored by binary strings of length m'=[log2 m], so that a symbol at is encoded by 
the string 5/ = a(], ..., aim); 1}; i = l , 2, ..., m;j= 1, ..., m'. The regular event 
defined by a regular expression R is denoted by | Let us also introduce the notation 
II Rll = {«¡i • • • «¡sl̂ n • • • sS1}. The problem of synthesis consists of construct-
ing an automaton scheme I with m' inputs x1, ..., xm- and one output y, having 
V, & — and delay elements (with 0 or 1 initial state) and representing the event ||/i|| 
by means of the output symbol 1. It means that the appearance of 1 as an output of 
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the scheme I , at a moment t , is equivalent to the belonging of the word ailai2 ••• °it J 
to the event ¡j/?||, where a^ is a string arriving at the input of the scheme Z at a mo-
ment j; j--1, t (we assume that the first moment of time is assigned number 1). 
Note that in such an approach the empty word e, which generally speaking could be 
included in is not taken into account. 
According to the method SX, the scheme I is presented in the form given in Fig. 1. 
The scheme Zx is constructed without using delay elements, its output z0 is identical 
to 0, and an output 2( (i = l , . . . , m) equals 1 if and only if (x t , ..., xm-) = a,-. Let us 
denote af—(a, 0, ..., 0, 1, 0, ..., 0); a£{0, 1}; i = l , ..., m. By means of the symbol 
1, the scheme Z2 represents the ' event |jR|; 
j g r } and it is defined by induction on the construction of the regular expression R. 
Let us further denote Z2=Z2(R). The initial state of the delay element in Figure 1 
equals 1. Construction of the scheme Z2(R) is implemented in the following way. 
1. R has the form a,-. In that case Z2(R) has the form shown in Fig. 2. 
2. R has the form (R, UR2)- In that case Z2(R) has the form shown in Fig. 3. 
3. R has the form ( R I n that case Z2(R) has the form shown in Fig. 4. 
4. R has the form {Rx • R2)- In that case Z2(R) has the form shown in Fig. 5. 
If the regular expression R consists of occurrences of symbols from the alpha-
bet A, k2 occurrences of the symbol U, k3 occurrences of the symbol • and kt ocur-
rences of the symbol < then the scheme Z2(R) has the least kj +k2+k3+2ki 
elements. 
The scheme Zly which is essentially a decoder, can be constructed, for instance, 
as follows: 
1) An input of the negation element is joined with each input xx,..., x'm. As 
a result, the values ..., xm- are computed. 
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2) Let us consider the oriented tree r shown in Fig. 6. Every vertex w of the tree 
T, differing from >vx, w2 is connected to the conjunction element. Let an edge mar-
ked x? lead from a vertex w' to a vertex w (where x^=x t and x\=Xi). 
Then the first input of this conjunction element is connected to an input x t, if «7=1, 
and to an output element computing X;, if a—0. If w2), then the second 
input of the conjunction element is connected to an output of the element associated 
Fig. 3. Fig. 4. 
A " 1 ' A* 
Fig. 6. 
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with the vertex w'. Otherwise, the second output of the conjunction element is con-
nected to an input xt, if W=H '1 , and to an output of element computing if w=w2. 
3) Conjunction elements, associated with terminating vertices of the tree T, 
compute all the possible functions of the logic algebra xfl...x%?'. Let us remove those 
elements for which (a l t ..., < v H fe, 5m}. The output of the conjunction element, 
computing the function ^...x^r', is the output zt of the scheme ( /=1 ,2 , . . . , m). 
4) A conjunction element whose inputs are connected to the input xx and to the 
output of the negation element computing Xj, is introduced. This conjunction ele-
ment computes the 0 — function, and its output is the output z0 of the scheme 
It is not difficult to check out that the number of elements of the scheme Zt is 
m'+(2m '—4)+m+1 and that it is not larger then 3m+log2 m—2. 
Let us describe the method S2. Unlike the method Slt let us assume that the 
initial regular expression R may contain an empty word symbol e and that |/?| ̂  {e}. 
In the preliminary step, a regular expression R is simplified by the use of the follow-
ing transformations: 
a) e K R ' \ K-e - R'. 
b) R" - e, if P"H = {e} and R" * e. 
c) Let the expression R include R', which is of the form ( ^ U . . . UK„); n s l . 
If any Rt equals e, then expression (•R1U...U/? i_]Ui? i+jU... UR„) is substituted 
for the expression R'. If an JR, has the form </?,'), then R' is replaced by (R1U... 
. . . U / i , - - ! U U U . . . U R n ) . If any R< has the form RiR" and then 
U... U Ri - , U R< U Rf U R,+j U... U R„> is substituted for R'. 
d) R1-R2UR1-R3^Ry(R2UR3); R2-R}UR3-R1-~(R2UR3)-R1 (In order to 
apply this transformation, it is possible to preliminary reorganize disjunctive elements 
of the expression). 
Let us denote using R, the result of the described process of simplification of the 
expression R'. It is not difficult to notice that for any subexpression having the form 
< 0 in R we have e§\Q\. 
A scheme E, representing an event |ji| is constructed as shown in Fig. 7. where 
27x is a scheme constructed in the description of the method ^ and Z3 is a scheme 
Xm 
Z i 
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representing, using the symbol 1, the event 
B(R) = ä*{ä!i...ä*s-\ail...ahi\K\, s s 1}UC(£), 
C(R) = äftäfi... äfcl... |äa...äisi| j?|; s s r}. 
To construct the scheme I 3 , let us define, by induction over the construction of the 
regular expression R, an axilliary scheme ¿¿(R) representing, by the use of 1, the 
same event B(R) as the scheme I3: 
1) R has the form e. Then the scheme has the form given in Fig. 8. 
2) R has the form /£{1, ..., m}. Then I i (R) has the form given in Fig. 9, 
where the initial state of the dealy element equals 1. . 
3) R has the form (flnU/?2). Then E^R) has the form given in Fig. 10. 
4) R has the form (R,). Then Z4(R) has the form given in Fig. 11. 
5) R has the form Rx • R2. Then, in case that e£ IÄJ, the scheme I4(R) has the 
form given in Fig. 12 and in case that I^J, it is derived from the scheme in Fig. 12 
z0 
Fig. 8. 













by substituting all the 1 — initial states of dealy elements in block (R2) for 0 — 
initial state. It is not difficult to see that the resulting block I (R2) represents, by means 
of 1, an event C(R2). 
The scheme I3 derives from the scheme It(R) by means of the following trans-
formations : 
a) All the delay elements, having the same initial state, inputs of which are asso-
ciated with an output of the same element or with the same input z„ of the scheme 
I 4(R) become identical. 
b) All conjunction elements whose inputs are connected to the same output of a 
delay element and to an input Z,, become identical. 
c) If one of the inputs of the disjunction element E turns out to be associated 
with the input z„ of the scheme E4(R), then the second input of is is identified with the 
output of this element, and the element itself is removed. If no input of an element of 
the scheme I 3 has been associated with the output z0 of the scheme Ilt then the con-
junction element whose output is z0, is removed. 
Let us denote the results of the application of the synthesis methods Sx and S2 
to a regular expression R by SX(R) and S2(R), respectively. We call the number of 
elements of the scheme I the complexity of that scheme and denote it by L(I). In 
order to compare the complexity of the schemes Si(R) and S2(R), let us define a few 
auxiliary notions. (Such comparison is possible only for regular expressions R, not 
containing the symbol e.) 
An occurrence an expression of the form (0) in a regular expression R. Let a 
regular expression 7?1U...U.RS, JS2 , occur jn R, where each Rt has the form 
(Q) or <Q)R'i. Then an occurrence of (Q) in R_we call a disjunctive occurrence of 
iteration. All other occurrences of iterations in R we call no-disjunctive. 
Theorem 1. If a regular expression R does not contain the symbol e, then the 
following inequality holds: L(S2(R))^L(S^(R))—N, where N is the number of 
nondisjunctive occurrences of iteration in a regular expression R.. 
Proof. If a regular expression R does contain the e symbol, then the transition to 
expression R is performed only by means of the transitions given in (c) (see above): 
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The number of iterations doesnot increase, and total number of operations U re-
mains the same. Therefore, L(S l (R)) (R)). Let us denote by — the number 
of occurrences of symbols from the alphabet A in a regular expression R, by k2 — 
the number of occurrences of the symbol U, by k3 — the number of the occurrences 
of the symbol •, and by k4 — the number of the occurrences of the symbol < > . 
We have 
L ( S i ( R ) ) s L i Z J + /fc1 + fc2 + /fc3 + 2jfc4+ 1; 
L (S2 (R)) == L (Zi) + 2kx + k2 + kt - k[; 
where k[ is the number of delay elements removed from the scheme Z^R) during its 
transformation into the scheme Z3. It is not difficult to notice that the number of 
occurrences of letters in the regular expression is one more than the number of occur-
rences of binary operations, i.e., k,=k2+k3 + l. Therefore L(S1(R)^L(Z])+2k1 + 
+2ki . Thus, for the proof of the theorem it is enough to prove the inequality 
L(S1)+2ki+k2+k2+ki-kiiSL(Z1)+2kl+2ki-N, or_after reduction: k2-k'^s 
•^k^—N. Let 77 be an occurrence of the expression R having the form R iUR2 ; 
i'£ {1, 2}, where each /?,• has the form Rn • Ri2... Ris; s ^ 1; Rn is not of_the form of 
R' • R". In that case we say that the occurrence of the expression Rn in_R is subordi-
nated to the occurrence of 77. Let us connect, with a regular expression R, an oriented 
graph G, whose vertices are the occurrence of the expression Rx U Rz in R and also 
the occurrences subordinated to them. An edge leads from a vertex v to a vertex w 
in the graph G, if and only if the occurrence w is subordinated to the occurrence v. 
It is not difficult to notice that every occurrence in a regular expression R is subordi-
nated to not more than one occurrence. Therefore, the graph G represents the union 
of a finite number of oriented trees Gx, ..., Gr. Let qt denote the number of nontermi-
r 
nating vertices of the tree Gf; i = 1, . . . , r . Evidently, £ h ~ k 2 . As from each non-
>=i 
terminating vertex of the tree G, exactly two edges leave, the number of terminating 
vertices of the tree G; equals qt+1. Let q[ be the number of terminating vertices of 
the tree G; representing the occurrences of letters from the alphabet A. Then qt +1 — q[ 
is the number of terminating vertices of the tree Gj representing occurrences of itera-
tions and all these occurrences are disjunctive. It is not difficult to see that delay 
elements corresponding to the occurrences of letters from the alphabet A in R, 
which are terminating vertices of the tree G, , become identical through the transfor-
mation of the scheme Zt(M) into the scheme Z3. Therefore, denoting q"=qi when 
r 
q' =0, and q"=qi~l when 0, we have: ^ t f i - Q i - Consequently, q 2—k[s 
i = l 
r 
S 2 (qi~~q'i)- On the other hand, k i ~ N is equat to the number of occurrences 
¡=i . 
w r 
of disjunctive iterations in R, and consequently, £ (qt + l—q,')Sk4—jV. When 
q f = 0 we have: qi—q"=qi^qi + l=qi+l—q'i; however, if #¡>0 then qi—q[ = r r 
= 9 i - 4 t + 1- This implies the inequality 2 ( 9 / - q " ) ^ 2 + 1 ~9,')- The theo-
i=i ¡=i 
rem is proved. 
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Construction of the scheme I3 by the method S2 is realized by induction on the 
structure of a regular expression R, with further transformations of the scheme. Let 
us give a more convenient constructing procedure of the scheme I 3 , based on a preli-
minary marking of a regular expression R. The marking gives the possibility to 
follow directly a series of removals of elements from the scheme It(R) during its 
transformation into the scheme I 3 , as well as the joining together of the elements of 
that scheme. 
Let us define a series of auxiliary notions connected to a regular expression R. 
Occurrences of letters 77j and 772 from the alphabet A in the regular expression R are 
called similar if there exist such sequences of occurrences 770, I71; ..., 77s=77 and 
II0,n[, ..., il'r=n in R, in which every next occurrence is subordinated to the 
previous one. Similar occurrences of the same letter in R we call adjacent. Therefore, 
every class of similar occurrences of letters in R is devided into a number of subclasses 
of adjacent occurrences. 
Let /7 be an occurrence of a regular expression R' in the regular expression R. 
We shall now define occurrences in R, referred to as the basis and the predecessor of 
the occurrence 77: 
1. If R'=e, then the basis of 77 is equal to the predecessor, of 77. 
2. If R' =di, id {1,..., m}, then the basis of 77 represents a distinguished ele-
ment of the class of occurrences of the letter ait occurrences being adjacent with 77 
(all elements of this class have the same basis). The occurrence of a letter is called 
basic if this occurrence is included in the basis. 
3. If R'=Rj UR2 and if the. predecessor of 77 is defined or both expressions R1 
and R2 differ from e, then the basis of the occurrence 77 is 77. If the predecessor of 
the occurrence 77 is undefined and Rn=e; {/j, z'2} = {1, 2},_ then the basis of the 
occurrence 77 is equal to the basis of the occurrence of Ri2 in R. In all the enumerated 
cases the predecessors of the occurrences of Rx and R2 in R are equal to the prede-
cessor of the occurrence 77. 
4. If R' = (R1), and the predecessor of the occurrence 77 is defined, then the 
basis of the occurrence 77 equals 77; otherwise it is equal to the basis of the occurrence 
of Ri in R. If the predecessor of the occurrence 77 is defined, then the predecessor of 
the occurrence of in R is 77; otherwise it is equal to the basis of the occurrence of 7?x 
in R. 
5. If R'=RX • R2, then the basis of the occurrence 77 is equal to the basis of the 
occurrence of Rz in R. The predecessor of the occurrence R2 in R is equal to the basis 
of the occurrence Rx in R ; the predecessor of the occurrence Rx in R is equal to the 
predecessor of the occurrence 77. 
6. If R' = R, then the predecessor of the occurrence 77 is undefined (at the some 
time all the predecessors as well as basis of the occurrences in R, which, according to 
p. 1—5 are equal to the predecessor of the occurrence 77, are undefined). 
It is not difficult to check out that, in accordance with p. 1—6, for any occurrence 
of a regular expression in R, it is possible to unambigously find (in a finite number of 
steps), the basis and the predecessor of that occurrence, or their absence can be 
confirmed. 
Next, let us define initial occurrences in the expression R: 
1. An occurrence of the expression R in itself is initial. 
2. If an occurrence of the expression (T^) in R is initial, then an occurrence of 
the expression Rx in R is also initial. 
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3. If an occurrence of the expression TijU/^ in R is initial, then the occurrences 
of the expressions Rx, R2 in R are initial. 
4. If an occurrence of the expression R1 • R2 in R is initial, then the occurrence 
of the expression 7?x in R is initial. If at the same time, then the occurrence 
of the expression 7?2 in R is initial. 
Let us describe, using the notions given above, the process of construction of 
the scheme Z'3 obtained from Z4(R) by applying a portion of the transformations 
a)—c). The scheme Z3 will be obtained from ¿4 by applying the unused of the trans-
formations a) and b). The scheme Z3 is constructed in the following way: 
1) For each class x of similar occurrences of letters in R, a delay element, denoted 
by G(x), is introduced. If all the occurrences from x are initial then the initial state 
of this element equals 1, otherwise it is euqal to 0. 
2) For each basis occurrence 77 of a letter in an expression R, an element of 
conjunction, denoted by £(77), is introduced. 
3) For each occurrence II in the expression R of the expression R^R^, such 
that R ^ e and R ^ e or the predecessor of 77 is defined, an element of disjunction, 
denoted by £(77), is introduced. 
4) For each occurrence 77 having a predecessor, in expression R of the expres-
sion (Ri), an element of disjunction, denoted by £(77), is introduced. 
5) The input of the element G(x) is associated with the output of the element 
£(7T) where 77' is a predecessor of an arbitrary occurence 77 belonging to the class x. 
If the occurrence from x do not have predecessors, then the input of the element G(77) 
is associated with the input z0. 
6) If II is a basic occurrence of the letter ah which belongs to the class x of similar 
occurrences of letters, then one of the inputs of the element E(JI) is joined to the 
output of the element G(x) and the other is joined to the input z,-. 
7) If 77 is an occurrence of the expression in R and the element £(77) is defined, 
then the inputs of that element are connected with the outputs of the elements 
£(77x) and £(/72), where 7^ and 772 are the basis of the occurrences of R1 and 7?2 
in R. 
8) If 77 is an occurrence of the expression ( R i n R and the element £(77) is 
defined, then the inputs of this element are connected with the inputs of the elements 
£(/Ij) and £(772), where 11̂  is the predecessor of occurrence of 77 and 772 is the basis 
of occurrence of R1 in R. 
9) The output of the scheme Z3 is the output of the element £(77), where 77 is 
the basis of occurrence of R in R (this basis is defined as = {e}). 
Let us illustrate the method S2 for a regular expression 7?=((a)i>Uc(a>) in 
a three — letter alphabet A = {a, b, c}. Let us encode the symbols a, b, c, by binary 
strings 00,01,10 respectively. In this case the decoder has the from given in Fig. 13. 
There are no similar occurrences of letters in the expression R and therefore, delay 
and conjunctinn elements correspond to each occurrence of a letter. The form of the 
scheme Z'3 is given in Fig. 14. Scheme Z3 is obtained from the scheme Z'3 by the unifi-. 
cation of delay element corresponding to the initial occurrences of letter a and letter b. 
Since no element in Z3 is connected to the output z0 of Z1, the corresponding conjunc-
tion element in Z t is to be removed. The form of the scheme Z is given in Fig. 15. 
Let us note by L(R) the least complexity of the schemes, representing, by the 
symbol 1, an event |7?| defined by a regular expression R. The complexity of the regu-
lar expression R is the number of occurrences of the letters and operation symbols 
3» 
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U,. . . , <) within this expression. Let us consider the Shenon function L(m,ri) = 
= ^max L(R), where Rmt„ is the class of all regular expressions in an m — letter 
alphabet^ with complexity not greater than n. According to the synthesis method S2, 
an estimation L(m, w)s3m+log2 m—2+2n holds. In the paper [6], there is an 
example of a regular expression — with complexity n in a two — letter alphabet, for 
Fig. 15. 
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which the minimal number of delay elements in the corresponding scheme is asymp-
totically not less than - j . It turns out that, for a fixed and thefollow-
n » 
ing asymptotical inequalities hold: 2, i.e., the order of the entity 
L(m, n) equals n. 
As a conclusion, let us describe one of the methods of simplifying the scheme 
Zt(R), used in the process of realization of the method S2 without marking the 
expression R. Let II1, ..., II k be non — initial occurrences of the same regular expres-
sion R' in ft. We call the occurrences nlt ..., II k alternative, if for any letter p in the 
alphabet A, the set of pre-main positions of the expression R, p — following its 
starting positions (see [3]) has an empty intersection with the set of pre-main positions 
of not more then one of the occurrences nlt ..., IIk. For example, the first and the 
second occurrences of the expression (b(a) U c) in the regular expression a(b(a) U c) U 
U(6(a))Uc)_ are alternative. 
Let £i(R) be a scheme constructed by using the method S2 for a regular expres-
sion R and let niy ..., /7 (be the alternative occurrences of a regular expression R' 
in R. Let us determine, in the scheme Z4(R), the blocks Bx, ..., Bk corresponding to 
the occurrences ..., IIk. Each such block represents the scheme Z'i(R') and at 
any instant of time t, all the blocks Blt ..., Bk, except possibly one, have a zero state 
of delay elements. This enables us to use, in the scheme Zi(R), only one block Z4(R') 
instead of k samples of such blocks. This block switches its input z0 and output 
according to the positions of blocks /=1, ..., k. This switching will be realized 
using the scheme If given in Fig. 16. If e^ then the first input of the conjunction 
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element Arf:is>joined to the output of the;element zr;. ......к. The input ti; of this~ 
scheme is joined either to the same element, or the input of Г4 (R), as well as the input 
z'o of the block В]. The input wi is joined to the inputs* of the same elements or thé 
output of the scheme IJR), as well as the output of the block i '=l , ..., k. At 
the" initial instant of time, states of the dalay" element'zi, ..., zk of the scheme tV equal 
0. When 1 arrives to the input vt, the block Zi(R') begins to participate in the func-
tioning of the scheme Г4:(Л) as a block B;, while the delay element 'z, turns into state 
1 and' others' into state 0.- The complexity of the scheme W is Sk+L^IKR')) and 
therefore, applying the described process of exchange of block Bx, ..., Bk to the 
scheme W is" useful- only in case that 5 K + L ( Z l ( R % s k - L ( I l ( R ' ) \ i.e.,. when 
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The finite source queueing model for multiprogrammed computer 
systems with different CPU times and different I/O times. 
BRIAN D . BUNDAY. a n d ESMAI£E-KHORRAM: 
Abstract 
This paper discusses the finite source queueing model as it applies to a multiprogrammed 
computer system. The system processes N jobs using r Central Processing Units (CPU's) where 
r^N. The jobs emanate from peripheral devices, terminals, card readers etc. (I/O devices) at which 
it is assumed they suffer no delay. 
If a CPU is available when a job requires service it is given this service. Otherwise a queue of 
jobs is formed. In the situation where there are more than r jobs requiring service, it is assumed that r 
randomly selected jobs are assigned to each of the r CPU's. It is assumed that the service time of job 
i has a negative exponential distribution with mean 1//^. After, service, job / returns to I/O devices for 
arandomtime before again calling for CPU service. This time is assumed to have a general distribu-
tion with mean 1/lj. 
A closed form solution for the steady-state probabilities that a particular set of jobs'is at' I/O 
processes is obtained. It is shown that the steady-state solution depends on the distribution of time at 
I/O devices only through the value ij).,. It is also shown how other important measures such as CPU 
utilisation, as well as waiting times and response times for the jobs, can be computed from this 
solution. 
1. Introduction 
A number of authors have applied the methods of queueing theory to the study 
of multiprogrammed computer systems. Following Sztrik [LI], we can model such 
systems as follows. We suppose that there are N jobs in the system, each one emanat-
ing from a terminal at which it suffers no delay and to which it returns following CPU 
processing. There are r(-^N). CPU's, in the system. If a CPU is available an arriving 
job (program) is immediately served by one of the available CPU's. Otherwise a 
queue of jobs is formed. The jobs would normally be served on a FIFO (first-in, 
first-out) basis. For job / we assume that its service time is exponentially distributed 
with mean 1//^. We also suppose that the time job i spends at the peripheral devices 
(I/O operations) is a random variable with distribution, function Fi(x) or more con-
veniently survivor function Gi,(x) = l —F;(x). These'times are independent of each, 
other and are: different for the different jobs. 
The queueing' model just described was first used in. the context of the: "machine 
interference problem" by Ashcroft [1] who studied the M/G/l case by way of the 
duration of the busy period of the operative (the CPU). Using the birth-death; equa-
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tions Benson and Cox [3] obtained a solution to the M/M/l case and extended it to 
the M/M/r case for which Peck and Hazelwood [9] computed extensive tables for 
work study applications. An important advance was made by Bunday and Scraton 
[4] who showed that the solution to the G/M/r homogenenous case was the same as 
the M/M/r solution. 
There is a considerable literature showing applications of this and similar models 
to the computer systems situation. Early contributions were made by Gaver [6] and 
Avi-Itzhak and Heyman [2] while more recently we have the papers by Cohen [5], 
Schatte [10], Kameda [7] and Sztrik [11, 12]. The book by Kleinrock [8] contains an 
extensive bibliography as well as a discussion of other models. 
The^present paper extends the work of Sztrik and presents a closed form solution 
of the G/M/r case in the steady-state situation for a queue discipline in which jobs 
are randomly allocated to CPU's whenever a new job calls for service or the service 
of a job is completed. From this it is easy to compute such quantities as the CPU 
utilisation and the expected waiting times and response times of the jobs. It is shown 
that these quantities depend on the distribution of the times spent at the I/O processes 
only through the means of these distributions. 
2. The steady-state equations for the model 
We consider a set of N jobs in a system with r CPU's. Service times for each job 
are assumed to have a negative exponential distribution with mean for job i. 
The times spent at I/O processes for each job are independently distributed. 
Let Gj(i) denote the probability that if job i arrives at I/O processes at time zero 
then it is still there at time t later. Thus 
G;(0) = 1 and G, (°o) = 0 for all /. 
Further if job i is at I/O processes at time t the probability that it will call for CPU 
service in the interval (/, t+8t) is 
—G'i(t)5t/Gi(t) to first order in St. (2.1) 
The mean time spent at I/O by job i will be 
= / ti-Gl(t)]dt= J Gi(t) dt (2.2) 
A ' o o 
Let Qilit...in(th, ti,..., tin; x )dtildtit,..., dtin be the probability that at time T a partic-
ular set ilt ;2, ..., /„ of the TV jobs are at I/O, one of them for a time in (ttl, t^+dt^), 
etc,,..., another for a time in (i,n, tla+dtln), and the other jobs require CPU serv-
ice. In the case of negative exponential service, n, th, th, ..., tln, and t provide an 
adequate description of the system. We do not need to specify the state of each service 
at time T since this will not influence the future behaviour of the system. Indeed we 
need not even specify which particular jobs are being serviced since the residual serv-
ice time has the same distribution whether or not the service has been started. 
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We consider the transitions that may occur in (r, x+ôx) working always to 
first order in <5T. 
+ •••> + T + 5 T ) = 
= th, ..., tiN- T) [1 -Sx i { - G ' M / G M ) ] . (2.3) 5 = 1 
It is convenient to denote {/1i?.../n} the set of jobs at I/O by A„ while B„=Aca de-
notes the set of jobs calling for CPU service. 
Qii.k-..dth + dx' •••> + t + ÔT) = 
= Qiih-.iS'h, th tin- t ) [ i -ôrZ { - G ' M / G M } -Sx 2 
5 = 1 JZBn 
+ 2 f Qhh-i^ji'i^ ' « „ . . . . tj- T ) { - G ; . ( / , ) / G , ( 0 ) } dtj ( 2 . 4 ) 
0 
for all groups i\, i2, ..., in such that N—rSn^N— 1. 
Qhh...iSth + ^ ...,/,„ + «5T; T + <5T) = 
= Qi^.-iM, V . . . . v , T) [1 -<5T 2 { - G i ( t O / G M } - ~ - 0 T 2 fij-} + 
5=1 jy — n j£Bn 
+ Sr 2 I ^.v.-wi^ -><in, t j \ ^{-G'AtjVGAO} dtj (2.5) 
for all groups h , i 2 , ...,/„ such that 1 ^n^N—r. 
In (2.5) the particular set of r jobs being serviced is equally likely to be any one 
J sets possible. This is equivalent to assuming that whenever the number 
of jobs requiring service exceeds r, then we have a SIRO (service in random order) 
queue discipline. This is a somewhat artificial situation and is certainly different from 
the more natural FIFO discipline. In the latter case the resulting system of equations 
has no explicit solution. We shall show that for the queue discipline adopted the 
equations can be solved. In many cases, provided the inhomogeneity is not excessive, 
our solution, particularly in respect of the important properties of the system, will be 
a good approximation to the FIFO case. Its closed and easily computed form is its 
merit. 
Qo(r+St) = E 0 ( T ) [ I - — A T 
+ à z 2 I QjOj-, X ) G ' j ( t j ) / G j ( t j ) dtj. (2 .6) 
J = 1 0 
If we consider the situation when a service is completed in the interval T, x+,Sx 
G « i « . . . . • è x ' + <5*. '¡„ + Sx, 0\ x + ôx)-ôx = 
= HjàxQiill...in(tii,th,...,tin\x) (2 .7) 
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for all j£Bn and all groups I'X, ..., I„ such that N—r^nSN—l. 
Qilii...inJ(til + ^ , Ut + <5r, . . . , /,„ + <5t, 0 ; T + ¿ r ) • 5x = 
rdx 
, ; (2.8) 
for all j(iBn and all groups ilt ..., i„ such that 0 S n ^ N — r . 
If we consider the situation as T— •» so that 
Q-hw...¡nVii' •••' tin>T) - Quh-fS'ii' '¡s> •••> '0 
and further write 
-> ' . „ ) = C O G . , 0 . , ) - Gin(tOR,lt,...,S{h''.«> •••> ' ¡J (2-9) 
then (2.3) to (2.8) take the form 
(• ^ £ "I 
[&- + - +di~\ - » = 0 (210> 
[ B d 1 -$¡7+ - /,„ .... t j = -i?il..,„(/il, th,..., tOj2Mi-
- 2 " / X - w C i x . t j ) G ' A t j ) * j (2.11) 
for all groups /i, ..., i„ such that N—rSn^N—l. 
[ 8 3 1 t 
~ 2 f Rt^ji^, ...,tin,tj)G'j(tj)dtj (2.12) 
for all groups i1,...,i„ such that lSnSJV— r. 
o = R«ir 2 » J + 2 f Rj«j)Gj«j)dtj- (2.13) 
Rh...u(th> <'*> •••> = M l i - J V '.„) (2.14) 
for all _/€2?„ and groups ilt ...,/„ such that N—r^n^N—1. 
« i i - w C i , . 'i,. •••> 0) = Un) (2.15) 
for all j(LBn and groups ilt ..., i„ such that O^nsN—r. 
It is perhaps worth mentioning that these same equations would result from a 
second queue discipline which Tomk6 refers to as "processor sharing". In this situa-
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tion whenever there are more jobs demanding service than CPU's, i.e. N—n~>-r, 
then all jobs receive service on each CPU in such a way that during a unit time every 
job receives an amount l/(N—n) CPU service on every CPU. This will approximate 
the case when all CPU's operate in time sharing. See also Cohen [5]. 
3. The solution of the steady state equations 
The general solution of (2.10) is 
^...ivC-i» '¡j, •••> UN) = 8(ti1—til> til—tl3, ..., tix — tiN) 
where g is an arbitrary function. 
But Xi1...iH(ti1, tit,..., tin) is a symmetric function for all A„ so that 
^•„...•»('.v'i,> •••>' .*)-= * (3-2) 
where x is a constant is a solution. 
From (2.14) and (2.15) we obtain in turn 
^ . . . , ^ , ^ , . . . , 1 0 = ^ — (3-3) 
n 
k=1 
where jk£Bn and N—r^n^N— 1. 
J ' f c , ' « „ - > t o = { N ~ n ) s * (3-4) 
r»—'r\n /*A 
k=1 
where jk£B„ and OsnsA/— r. 
These solutions also satisfy (2.11) to (2.13). 
Thus the probability that a particular group i2, •••, i„ of jobs are at I/O and 
the rest are not is 
oo oo 
fiii«,...i.= / ••••/ Qi.h-.iSK> h ,K)dtil...dtin 0 0 
so that from (2.2) 
( N ~ t : ¿ V <") 
r'—'rt n (ly, 
*=1 
for all groups with 0^n^N—r. 
Qi,..in = — (3-6) 
n nJk * = 1 
for all groups with N — r ^ n ^ N . 
Thus the probability that n jobs are at I/O is 
2 (N~n)JZ i i K <3-7> 
«,..<„>,*—n J-1 ' 
* = 1 
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f o r 0 S r t S N — r . 
n fe'"1 
k = 1 
for N - r ^ n ^ N . 
x is determined by the condition 
(3.8) 
¿ ? . = 1. (3-9) 
4. Some useful measures for the system 
The probability that all N jobs are at I/O is 
?* = */[ ¿My]- (4-1) y=i 
N—n Since if n jobs are at I/O the probability that a particular CPU is servicing is —-— 
if N—n^r or 1 if N-n>r then the proportion of time each CPU is servicing, the 
CPU utilisation, is given by 
U = l Z k q N _ k + 2 rqN-kyr . (4.2) 
k=l * = r + l 
For a particular job / if q(i) denotes the long run proportion of time that job i is at 
I/O processes, then 
qa) = 2 2 Qii...i„- (4 .3) 
»=1 i€ {(,...!„} 
Using a result due to Tomko [13] we also have 
q°> = l/Xij {1/A; + Wj+1///,} (4.4) 
where ¡V{ is the mean time that job i waits not being serviced by a CPU. Thus 
»i = ( l - 9 ( 0 ) / ( W ) ) - l / f t . (4-5) 
Of course with the queue discipline being considered the total waiting time may 
be made up of a number of such periods. The particular job may, at some stage, be 
in the selected set of those being serviced, and following a service completion or the 
arrival of another job may then not be in the selected set and will have to wait. 
The mean response time of job i is given by 
T ^ W t + l / n ^ i l - q ^ W r f 0 ) (4.6) 
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so that the mean number of jobs that are calling for and receiving CPU service is 
given by 
N = ¿ ( l - 9 ( i ) ) = ¿ W » . (4.7) 1=1 1=1 
Of course in the case of processor sharing as mentioned at the end of Section 2 
there is no waiting time. However the mean response time as given by (4.6) is still 
appropriate for this discipline. 
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Nonlinear Parameter Estimation by Global 
Optimization — Efficiency and Reliability 
T . CSENDES 
1. Introduction 
Our original task [8] was to solve parameter estimation problems having very 
complex nonlinear objective functions with a relatively small number of parameters. 
Their evaluation was quite expensive: about 100 times as much CPU time is needed 
as to the standard test functions. The objective functions usually turned out to have 
a large number of local minima in the region of interest. Although we can compute 
these functions, at times we do not even know their explicit form. Thus, determina-
tion of the exact, analytical derivatives is impossible in such cases, and we are forced 
to use non-derivative techniques. 
The literature on global optimization [5] suggested that the method of Boender 
et al. [2] was the most promising for our purposes. Although a later version of this 
algorithm [11] seemed to be more efficient, we did not implement this modification 
because it was less reliable. 
In this paper we discuss the relationship between the nonlinear least squares 
problem and global optimization, and we deal with the efficiency and reliablity of 
the above global optimization method using a quasi-Newton procedure and a ran-
dom walk direct search technique. 
2. Nonlinear parameter estimation and global optimization 
The nonlinear parameter estimation problem is usually given as 
min F(x) (1) 
X 
where F(x): R"-R, 
m 
F{x) = { z { i i - M m m 
i=1 
/¡6R; fi(x): R"-R, i = l , 2, ..., m; m > 0 integer; x£SQR\ where the region 
of interest S is a compact set. S is in most cases a hypercube a^x^bi', ait 
i=\, 2, ..., n. Thus the objective function F(x) is of least squares type. 
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In solving (1), it is often supposed that F(x) is unimodal (it has only one local 
minimum) or that a suitable starting point is at hand for the iterative solving algo-
rithm [6]. Since we have found many practical nonlinear parameter estimation prob-
lems whose objective functions were not unimodal, we examine the relationship 
between the nonUnear least squares problem (1) and the global optimization problem: 
Consider a compact set S in R" and a not necessarily unimodal function G(x): 
Rn—R. The problem is to find a global minimizer x*£S such that G(x)^G(x*) 
for all x£S. 
S is usually given by simple bounds on the parameters of G(x): 
tfi S XiS bh a,-, b£R, i = 1, 2, . . . , n 
We found that the structure of F(x) guarantees only the non-negativity of F(x). 
More exactly: 
Proposition, For every non-negative real function G(x): R" -<-R, positive integer 
m and real numbers /¡£R, /=1 ,2 , . . . ,m, there are real functions f ( x ) , i= 1 ,2 , . . . 
...,m such that 
Hx)=(z(ji-Mmv2 
¡=1 
and G(x)=F(x) for every x^R". 
For example, let gt(x), i= 1, 2, ..., m be real, non-negative functions such that 
G { x f = Z S i { x ) 
¡=i 
There exist such functions gi(x), since gi(x)=G(x)2/m is suitable, for instance. Then, 
let 
fi(x) = gi(xy<2+Ii-
Note that the functions g¡(x) can be almost freely chosen, and in this way we can 
ensure further desirable properties of the functions fix). For example, when G(x) 
is continuous, then all ft(x) can be continuous, too. On the other hand, for all sets of 
functions f(x), /=1 ,2 , ..., m there obviously exists a real function/(/, x): Rn + 1—R, 
so that fi(x)=f(i, x) for all i=\,2,..., m; and / ( / , x) is even continuous in the 
variable /. 
According to the Proposition, the objective function of a nonlinear parameter 
estimation problem can be any non-negative real function. Thus, a nonlinear para-
meter estimation problem can have an arbitrary large number (or even a continuum) 
of local minima. The structure of F(x), i.e. the least squares form, results only in the 
non-negativity of F(x), and not in any further regularity. 
Since the global minimum of a well-posed global optimization problem is 
finite (e.g. G(x*)£R), every such problem can be transformed with G'{x) = 
=G(x)—G(x*) and S'—S to a problem having a non-negative objective function 
and the same structure of local minima. Thus, loosely speaking, every global opti-
mization problem can be written in the form of a nonlinear parameter estimation 
problem with any m, and ft values fixed in advance. This confirms the use of a global 
optimization algorithm to solve problems such as (1). 
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3. Implementations 
"We discuss here an algorithm to solve the global optimization problem defined 
in the previous section. In most cases, the result of a global optimization algorithm 
is only an approximation of the global optimum, though the precision of the modern 
sophisticated nonlinear optimization methods approaches that of the given computer; 
The global optimization method of Boender et al. [2] has been implemented in 
two versions. These have the same structure, the only difference between them being 
the local search procedure (an algorithm to find a local minimizer) used: a quasi-
Newton procedure with the DFP update formula [6] and a random walk,direct 
search method UNIRANDI [9, 12]. In the following these algorithms are denoted by 
A and B, respectively. Both are derivative-free, i.e. they do not use the partial deri-
vatives of the objective functions. Evaluation of the latter would be difficult or even 
impossible in the case of our original problem [8]. UNIRANDI proved to be robust 
but inefficient, whereas the quasi-Newton method was rather sensitive to the initial 
points but more accurate [3]. The global optimization method and UNIRANDI were 
implemented by using solely [2] and [12]. 
The global optimization algorithm discussed in this paper can be described 
concisely as follows: 
Step 1. Draw N points with uniform distribution in S, and add them to the current 
sample C. Construct the transformed sample T by taking the y percent of 
the points in C with the lowest function values. 
Step 2. Apply the clustering procedure to T. If all points of Tcan be assigned to a 
cluster, go to Step 4. 
Step 3. Apply the local search procedure to the points in Tnot yet clustered. Repeat 
Step 3 until every point has been assigned to a cluster. If a new local mini-
mizer has been found, go to Step 1. 
Step 4. Determine the smallest local minimum value found, and stop. 
The local search procedure mentioned here is either the quasi-Newton method or 
UNIRANDI. We chose the single linkage clustering procedure as being the more 
promising of the two discussed in [2]. The aim of this procedure is to recognize those 
sample points starting from which the local search would possibly result in an already 
found local minimizer. Clusters are grown around seed points (local minimizers or 
such points of the local search procedure from which an already known local mini-
mum was reached). A distance d(x, x') is defined [2] for the clustering between two 
points x and x' in. the neighbourhood of a,local minimizer x* by 
The quasi-Newton method of algorithm A gives a good approximation to the 
Hessian H(x*) of the objective function. In the case of UNIRANDI the identity 
matrix replaces ff(x*) (cf. [2]). A new point x is added to a cluster if there is a point 
x' in this cluster for which 
d(x,x') = ((x-x')TH(x*)(x-x')yi\ 
1 In 
d(x, x') s 
4 Acta Cybernetica VHI/4 
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where \H(x*)\ denotes the determinant of H(x*), m(S) is a measure of the set S, N' 
is the total number of sampled points, and 0< a < 1 is a parameter of the clustering 
procedure [2]. * 
The two most important changes in the original algorithm are as follows: 
1. We do not use a steepest descent step to transform the current sample. 
Its efficiency was examined in the early phase of the implementation, and it 
turned out to be omittable. 
2. The parameters of the objective function are scaled [6] by the global optimi-
zation subroutine with the transformations 
2 xi-ai-bl . -
= — t — * = 1 , 2 , . . . , « . 
b—ai 
This can be done, of course, without using the explicit form of the objective 
function. The scaling does not have much effect on the efficiency of algorithm's 
A and B in the case of the test functions. On the other hand, it is indispensable 
for the solution of practical problems. 
The result of the implementation was a FORTRAN subroutine of just over 400 
program lines, occupying 44 kilobytes of core space (without the local search rou-
tines). It serves to solve global optimization problems of up to 15 parameters. The 
program documents its progress, and when the problem is solved it makes a list of 
local minima with increasing function values. 
4. Efficiency 
The numerical tests were carried out on a ROBOTRON R55M computer. The 
programs were coded to use single precision arithmetic (with 7.2 decimal digits). The 
standard time unit (1000 evaluations of the S5 function at xT=(4.0, 4.0, 4.0, 4.0)r) 
was measured ten times. The average of these was 2.00 seconds with a standard devia-
tion of 0.15. We used the usual test functions whose detailed description can be found 
in [5], [4] and [7]. With these functions, mostly the efficiency of a global optimization 
algorithm can be measured. Wherever possible, the results from the original papers 
are included in our tables. These data differ slightly from those in [5] and [2]. Algo-
rithms A and B were applied to each test function ten times. The parameters of the 
procedures were chosen so that they were able to find the global minimum each time. 
We found that the computational effort (CPU time and number of function eval-
uations) was proportional to the required precision of the estimation of local mini-
ma. Thus, when different global optimization methods are compared, their accuracy 
should also be taken into account. First of all, the exact global minimum values should 
be determined. Table 1 gives the accurate global minimum and global minimizer 
values for every test function. These data are in good agreement with the results of 
Price [10]. It should be mentioned that slightly different numbers can be obtained with 
another computer precision. Certain global minimizer values in Table 1 are given 
by four or five decimal digits only, since for these test functions the same global mini-
mum value can be achieved with somewhat different minimizers. 
We subsequently determined the precision of the results obtained with the global 
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Table 1: Global minimum and global minimizers of the test functions 
Test function F(x*) xi 
S5 -10.153206 3.99995 4.00014 4.00011 4.00016 
S7 -10.402947 4.00061 4.00072 3.99945 3.99958 
S10 -10.536416 4.00075 4.00061 3.99967 3.99948 
H3 -3.8627815 0.1146 0.5557 0.8525 
H6 -3.3223667 0.201536 0.149909 0.476906 0.275239 0.311593 0.657353 
GP 2.9996490 0.000068 -1.0001 
RCOS 0.39788723 -3.1416 12.275 
0.39788723 3.1416 2.2750 
0.39788723 9.425 2.4750 
SHCB -1.0316286 0.0899 -0.7126 
-1.0316286 -0 .0899 0.7126 
RB 0.0 1.0 1.0 
optimization methods cited in [2] wherever this was possible. The number of signifi-
cant digits was defined by 
F(x)-Fix*) 
F(x*) W 
where x* is a global minimizer of the given test function Fix), and x' is its estimate. In 
the particular case of the Rosenbrock function (RB) where the global minimum is 
zero, the following expression was used for this: 
- l o g F f e O . 
The numbers of significant digits are listed in Table 2 for every test function. We tried 
to tune the procedures A and B so that they achieve a similar accuracy (2) on the 
various test functions. The reliability and the accuracy of our method can be tuned 
almost independently. 
The numbers of function evaluations required by the global optimization me-
thods to solve test functions are given in Table 3. Since those local minimization 
Table 2: Number of significant digits in the global minimum 
Test function 
S5 S7 S10 H3 H6 GP RCOS SHCB RB 
Branin 
Torn* 3.0 2.9 3.2 4.3 2.6 3.9 4.5 — — 
Price* 6.2 5.3 5.8 6.4 6.0 3.9 6.3 — — 
De Biase 2.9 3.4 2.0 4.7 4.7 4.8 — 6.4 — 
Boender — — — — — — — — — 
A* 7.0 6.8 6.7 6.8 6.9 4.3 7.2 7.1 10.1 
B* 4.9 4.0 5.2 4.3 4.3 4.4 4.1 4.5 4.7 
These methods do not use the partial derivatives of the objective function. 
4* 
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Table 3: Number of function evaluations 
Test function 
Method 








5500 5020 4860 — — — — — — 
3649 3606 3874 2584 3447 2499 1558 — — 
3800 4900 4400 2400 7600 2500 1800 — 
620 788 1160 732 807 378 597 717 — 
567 624 755 235 462 398 235 — — 
990 1767 2396 216 1446 436 330 233 410 
1083 1974 2689 697 2610 386 464 267 1524 
* Thess methods do not use the partial derivatives of the objective function. 
procedures that are not allowed to use the partial derivatives of the objective function 
are usually less efficient than the others, the efficiencies of algorithms A and B should 
be compared only with those of the similar non-derivative methods. The methods 
known to be non-derivative are marked by asterisks in Tables 2—4. The numbers in 
these Tables are results of a single sample run for each of the first four methods, the 
average of four independent runs for the method of Boender et al [2], and the averages 
of ten runs for algorithms A and B. Table 3 indicates that the procedure of Boender 
et al. works best of all, and the non-derivative methods of Torn [12] and Price [10] 
are less efficient than A and B. 
Table 4 contains the numbers of standard time units required. As concerns these 
data, algorithms A and B seem to be definitely quicker than the other non-derivative 
ones, and procedure A is about as rapid as that of Boender et al. [2]. From the user's 
point of view Table 3 is more important, since in practical cases the evaluation of the 
objective function is more expensive than that of the standard test functions. There-
fore, Table 4 is informative as to the overhead costs. 
To summerize our numerical experience, we can state that these two non-deriv-
ative versions of the global optimization method of Boender et al. work definitely 
better than the other non-derivative procedures. The efficiency of implementation A 
Table 4: Numbers of standard time units 
Test function 
Method 








9.0 8.5 9.5 
10.0 12.4 14.4 8.0 15.6 4.1 3.7 — — 
13.9 20.0 19.7 7.5 47.5 2.8 4.4 — — 
26.1 23.0 33.7 17.6 23.1 16.8 15.2 23.2 — 
3.5 4.5 7.0 1.7 4.3 1.5 1.0 — — 
3.0 4.9 7.0 1.2 4.2 1.3' 1.4 1.2 1.0 
3.5 6.0 8.8 1.9 14.2 1.5 1.6 1.3 1.5 
* These methods do not use the partial derivatives of the objective function. 
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approaches that of the original one. The discussed global optimization method with 
a non-derivative quasi-Newton procedure can be highly recommended for the solu-
tion of smooth global optimization problems when calculation of the partial deriva-
tives is inconvenient or impossible. The same global optimization method, together 
with the direct search method UNIRANDI, can be an efficient tool for locating the 
global minimum of non-smooth or non-diiferentiable objective functions. 
, 5. Reliability 
Almost all global optimization methods use only local information, i.e. the 
values of the objective function and its first and second derivatives at certain points. 
It is easy to show that, for the solution of this problem in general, there is no algo-
rithm that uses only such local information at a finite number of points. For this 
reason, the research efforts on global optimization are concetrated mainly on evaluat-
ing increasingly reliable and efficient heuristics. 
The size of the region of attraction [1] of the global minimum (the points of 
continuous curves in R" that end in a global minimizer, and along which the objective 
function decreases strictly monotonously) characterizes the difficulty of a given prob-
lem. From this point of view, the most frequently used test problems [5] are rather 
easy to solve, and mostly the efficiency of an algorithm can be tested with them. 
A new global optimization test problem is proposed below for comparing algo-
rithms in terms of reliability and for testing the degree of difficulty of global optimi-
zation problems that can be solved with them. 
' The suggested «-dimensional test function is very simple: 
F(X)= 2Mxd (3) i=I 
• where for every i = 1, 2, ..., «: 
/•(*;) = x?(sin(l/x;) + 2) 
if Xf^O, and 
/ ( 0 ) = 0. 
If x^O, the gradient and Hessian of F(x), respectively, are 
gi(x) = 6xf (sin ( I / O + 2 ) - xf cos (1/xi) (4) 
and 
nu(x) = 0 
Hi, i (x) = (sin (1 /x,) + 2) - 10x? cos (1/x,) - xf sin (1/x,) (5). 
/ , y= l ,2 , . . . , » . Otherwise, g,(x) and Hiy; (x) are zeros, / ,7=1,2 , . . . ,« . Thegradient 
and the Hessian are continuous everywhere in R". Since 
i x ? s F ( x ) ^ 3 2 * f (6) 
¡ = 1 i = l 
the global minimum of F(x) on R" is zero, and this value is reached only in the origin. 
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Theorem. The function F(x) has a countable infinity of local minima and maxima. 
All these extrema are in the hypercube 
- l S X i S i l i = l , 2 , . . . , / i . (7) 
Proof. First consider the case when n = 1. Supposing that the first derivative is 
equal to zero and x^O, it holds that 
6x (sin (1/x) +2) = cos (1/x). (8) 
The right side of this equation varies from — 1 to 1, while the left side is between 6x 
and 18.x. Hence, the first derivative can be zero only in the interval (—1/6, 1/6). The 
right side of equation (8) takes the values — 1 and 1 in each interval of 
[(l/2kn), l/(2(k+ 1)*)) k = ± 3 , ±4 , ... (9) 
whereas in the same interval 
- 1 «= 6x(sin(1/x)-+2) < 1. (10) 
This proves that the function F(x) has at least one local minimum and one local maxi-
mum in every interval of (9), since the first derivative is a continuous function. These 
extrema are diverse, because they are all inside the intervals. Thus, there is at least a 
countable infinity of local minima and maxima in (7). 
It can easily be seen that the first and the second derivatives of F(x) can not be 
zeros in the same place. Since the second derivative is continuous, each local extre-
mum is associated with an open interval of R, in which it is the only local extremum. 
Consequently, there cannot be a continuum of local extrema of F(x) in R. 
For any positive integer n the same proof holds, by using the fact that F(x) is 
separable. • 
Thus, the unconstrained problem has the same set of local minima as the prob-
lem with the bounds (7). The global minimizer is non-isolated, in the sense that it is 
an accumulation point of local minimizers [1] (and it is the only one). The region of 
attraction of the global minimum is obviously of zero measure. The most important 
property of F(x) is that the smaller the local minimum, the smaller the measure of the 
region of attraction relating to this local minimum. This feature can be used to asses 
the degree of difficulty of global optimization problems that can be solved via the given 
method. 
The local minimizers of the one-dimensional version of the test function can be 
ordered according to the magnitude of the function value. The serial number Nx 
of the local minimizer x can be calculated using the equation 
Nx = 2[\l/x\/2it\-1 + (sgn (x)- l)/2 (11) 
where [ • J denotes the largest integer not greater than the argument, and sgn stands 
for the signum function. In the one-dimensional case the size of the region of attrac-
tion Ax of local minimizer x can be well estimated by using equation (8), provided 
that the absolute value of x is small. The left side of this equation is then close to zero, 
and Ax is approximately equal to the distance between the two zeros of the right side 
of equation (8) that are adjacent to x: 
. (12) 
- — r c 2 
X2 
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The numerical form of F(x) obviously differs from the analytical one, especially near 
the origin. Thus, it is important to code this test function very carefully. Our version 
was written in FORTRAN and run on the mainframe R55M, by using single preci-
sion arithmetic. 
The proposed test function can be computed quickly: in the one-dimensional 
case 1000 evaluations of F(x) need 0.306±0.006 (SD) standard time units [5]. When 
n=4, the corresponding figure is 0.829±0.001 (SD). Accordingly, the computation 
of even the four-dimensional version requires somewhat less computational effort 
than that of the S5 function [5]. The numerical form of F(x) is zero in the hypercube 
1.0 10~13, 1.0 10~13), i = l, 2, ..., n. In spite of this, there are more than one 
million local minima whose regions of attraction contain at least 100 points that can 
be represented by using single precision. 
The algorithm A was tested by running it independently ten times on the one-
and four-dimensional versions of this test problem with the bounds (7). The para-
meters of the algorithm were set so that the estimate of the global minimum was as 
close to zero as possible, and they were different from those used in the previous sec-
tion. From the point of view of this reliability test the type of the local search proce-
dure is indifferent. 
In the one-dimensional case, the smallest minimum found was 0.523449 10~52 
in 0.193281 10"8. This was the 164,687,623rd local minimizer in the sequence dis-
cussed above, and the size of its region of attraction Ax was 0.23472 1Q~16 according 
to (12). The worst estimate of the global minimum was 0.319144 10~23 in 
-0.119009 10-3; this was the 2,673rd local minimizer, with ^=0 .88989 10"7. 
The average run consumed 33.5 standard time units and 22,137 function evaluations. 
In the four-dimensional case, the best and the worst estimates of the global minimum 
were 0.272099 10~a and 0.598347 10~6, respectively. The average run consumed 46.1 
standard time units and 22,020 function evaluations. 
In conclusion, the results of this reliability test have shown that the studied global 
optimization method can be tuned to solve most practical problems with satisfactory 
reliability. 
Abstract 
In this paper we first show that the objective function of a least squares type nonlinear para-
meter estimation problem can be any nonnegative real function, and therefore this class of problems 
corresponds to global optimization. Two non-derivative implementations of a global optimization 
method are presented, with nine standard test functions applied to measure their efficiency. A new 
nonlinear test problem is then presented for testing the reliability of global optimization algorithms. 
This test function has a countable infinity of local minima and only one global minimizer. The region 
of attraction of the global minimum is of zero measure. The results of efficiency and reliability tests are 
given. 
Key words. Global optimization, nonlinear parameter estimation, sum of squares, least squares, 
test problem. 
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B. D. Craven: Fractional Programming, Heldermann Verlag, Berlin, 1988. (Sigma Series in 
Applied Mathematics; Vol. 4) 
From preface of the book: A linear program optimizes a linear function of several variables, 
subject to linear constraints. Linear programming models have been extensively applied in manage-
ment, industry, and economics. But, quite often, the function to be optimized is, instead, a ratio of 
two linear functions. The term fractional programming describes the larger class of optimization 
problems, where the objective function to be optimized is a ratio; The ratio form gives such problems 
additional properties, which not all nonlinear programming problems have. 
This book describes fractional programming from the standpoints of applications (potential and 
actual), the mathematical theory (including duality and analysis of sensitivity to perturbations), and 
algorithms by which optima of fractional programs may be computed. 
Chapter 1 surveys many applications proposed for fractional programs to problems of mana-
gement, scheduling, and finance. Both linear fractional programs (with a ratio of linear functions), 
and nonlinear fractional programs (with a ratio of nonlinear functions), are considered. 
Chapter 2 presents the theory of linear fractional programming, including duality, and equiva-
lent programs. 
Chapter 3 discusses nonlinear fractional programming, especially maximizing the ratio of a 
concave to a convex function. 
Chapter 4 deals with various aspects of duality, sensitivity to perturbations, and recent impro-
vements (invex functions, quasiduality) which extend results to more functions. 
Chapter 5 surveys various algorithms, which can compute an optimum of a fractional program. 
Chapter 6 outlines some further recent developments, including optimization with several 
objective functions. 
Each chapter, after the first, includes a set of exercises. Each chapter includes a bibliography of 
references cited, from the very large literature. 
The book is clearly written and may be recommended as a textbook for students in a lecture 
course on fractional programming. 
J. Csirik 
STACS 88, Sth Annual Symposium on Theoretical Aspects of Computer Science, Bordeaux, 
France, February 1988. Proceedings, Springer Lecture Notes in Computer Science Vol. 294. R. Cori, 
M. Wirsing (Eds.), IX, 404 pages. 1988. 
The volume contains an invited paper and 34 contributed papers presented at the 5th STACS 
conference. STACS is a regular conference on theoretical computer science, held each year, alterna-
tely in France and West Germany. 
The papers are classified according to their topic. In the algorithmic, complexity-theoretic 
direction the sections are Algorithms, Complexity, Distributed Algorithms and Geometrical Algo-
rithms. In the algebraic, formal , language-theoretic direction the sections are Formal Languages, 
Rewriting Systems and Abstract Data Types, Graph Grammars, Trace Languages and Semantics of 
Parallelism. The volume also contains short descriptions of the software systems presented at the 
conference. 
The contributed papers and systems demonstrations come from 13 countries, with the largest . 
number of papers from France and West Germany. The research interests are indicated by the follow-
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ing: 7 of the 9 papers with French authors are in the formal language sections and 8 of the 11 papers 
with West German authors are in the algorithms sections. 
STACS is a well-established, high quality conference. The volume gives a good selection of 
current research topics in theoretical computer science and can be recommended to those who are 
interested in the state of the art of this field. 
György Túrán 
M. Hofri: Probabilistic analysis of algorithms, (Texts and monographs in computer science), 
Springer-Verlag, 1987. 
"Until quite recently, "analysis of algorithms" was nearly synonymous with determining the 
"Complexity class" of an algorithm. This has the objective, most often, of finding whether in all 
cases the running time (or storage requirements) of the algorithm operation is or is not bounded by 
some specified function of the size of a suitably devised representation of the problem. It usuallyboils 
down to the consideration of some extreme, especially crafted problem instances. The realization that 
there is more one could say to characterize the cost of using an algorithm is probably due to the influ-
ence of Knuth's series on "The Art of Computer Programming" which started out in 1968. There, 
clearly, the operation of algorithms was shown to be associated with probabilistic concepts and 
processes. 
Random elements, and hence the call for stochastic analysis, may enter algorithms in essentially 
two ways. On the one hand, we find the so called "probabilistic algorithms", such that choose part 
of their actions on the basis of random elements, explicitly introduced into the algorithm specifi-
cation (pseudo-random numbers, simulated coin flipping and the like). Numerous algorithms of this 
class where recently developed, some showing progress well beyond anything one has believed hit-
herto possible (primality testing algorithms provide a good example). On the other hand, we find 
the operation to deterministic algorithms on input data over wich some probability measure can be 
stipulated. While the sources of the randomness present a true dichotomy, the required analyses turn 
out typically to be of the same nature in both cases. Among the algorithms for which we provide 
detailed analyses, the reader will find examples of both varieties. While the analyses proper are simi-
lar, we show in Chapter 1 that the second type brings up methodological and conceptual problems 
that the first case need not entail. The difficulty there may be phrased as leading substance to the nota-
tion of two algorithms having the same complexity "on the average", or "in distribution". The prob-
lem may also be seen to reside in the attribution of a priori probability measures to the input instance 
space. At the time of writing there is no coherent accepted theory or even taxonomy for these vexing 
issues, comparable to standard complexity theory; we shall mostly skirt them, using reasonable — 
sometimes seemingly facile — assumptions, invoking naturalness as our guidline. 
The probabilistic analysis of algorithms, as a discipline, draws on a fair number of branches of 
mathematics. Principally: probability theory (especially as applied to stochastic processes), graph 
theory, combinatorics, real and complex analysis, and occasionally algebra, number theory, compu-
tation theory, operational calculus and more. It was unreasonable to expect the students to have more 
than a cursory knowledge of most of the techniques we used, so much of the time was given over to 
introducing and exploring these methods as we went along. Arranging the text so it could be conveni-
ently used both as a text and as a reference posed a problem which was solved by departing in the 
book version form the order of the class presentation to a large extent, collecting most of the metho-
dological material in Chapter 2." 
In next three Chapters some application areas are presented: 
— in Chapter 3: Algorithms over Permutations (locating the largest Term in a Permutation; 
Representations of Permutations; Analysis of Sorting Algorithms), 
— in Chapter 4: Algorithms for Communications Networks (The Efficiency of Multiple Con-
nections; Collision Resolution Stack Algorithms), 
— in Chapter 5: Bin Packing Algorithms (The Next—Fit Bin Packing Algorithm; The Next— 
Fit—Decreasing Bin Packing Algorithm). 
This is a very well written book. It may be recommended for a large number of people from 
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